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How Did Russia Beat The
Editor's Note: Him did Russia
beat the United States in the
ar•e to space?. hy were we left
wbehind in developing the inter-
continental missile? The United
Press put the question to the
London bureau and to its ex-
perts in Washington. This is the
first of two dispatches giving
their replies.
By ROBERT MOSEL
Un,ted Press Staff "Correspondent
LONDON lf" -Aesop wrote aa. 'le about a hare and atortuise.







it is just as true today. There
are two satellites whirling around
in space to prove it.
The United States is the hare
of this story, Russia the tortoise.
In 1947 the Rand Corporation
produced for the US. Defense
Department a brilliant study of
the possaibility of breaking into
space. Outside of the dreams of
German rocket pioneers, this was
the first scientific verdict any-
v.sitc:e in the world .that the age
of space travel was .a hand.
A year later, Secretary of De-
fense James Forrestal announced
what he called the earth satel-
lite vehicle program." Mark the
date well - Dec. 30, 1948.
• In the opinion of the world's
most authoritative rocket experts
from East and West. gathered
last month in Barcelona. Spain,
at the International Astronauti-
cal Congress, the United States
should have been able to breach
the skies and have launched a
satellite by 1955-or even a year
or two earlier.
It is highly likely that the
Soviet Union started at about
the same time on a rocket pro-




U.S. In Missile Rdce? This Story Tells Why.gram of its own and may have
had available much of the same
informat ion--but# nations lean ••
ing heavily on a nucleus of
former German rocket men.
The ads at that time were all
on America. Russia had hardly
recovered from a war that killed
minions and devastated her land.
The United States had available
an efficient military - scientific
organization which had accom-
plished world-shaking feats in
nuclear fields._
But one thing Russia had to
herself - singleness of purpose.
detected As A Best All Round
There were two things Russia
was vitally interested in in 1947
-a hydrogen bomb and rockets.
Because it veas ,a dietaeorehip,
the Soviet was .able to order
concentration on abuse two pro-
grams and shunt aside the de-
mand for consumer goods. It
asAsnbled an advisory board of
scientists to which the actual
workers and planners of the two
projects could apply for help and
advice.
Round Up Germans
Experts in West Germany say
that the R US.Sia I1S rounded up
the arn.iting total of 6,000 Ger-
man w ricers on rocket projects
at the VI and V2 base at Peen=
emuer;de and elsewhere. They
moved them all to Russia with
their families-20,000 persons in
all.
For the next five years, young
Soviet scientists worked daily
beside them in the laboratories,
picking German brains of all in-
formation. Then t h e Russians
went on from there.
In the meantime there was a
sorry story to tell in the United
States as I heard it from famous
fientUcky UOMmUnity Newspaper
sek.1 I .isetrat Barcelona before si-
Hence was clamped on.
When the war ended, Maj.
Gen. Wager Toftoy of Redstone
Arsenal, then a colonel, _tried
to round up as many German
rocket scientists as possible for
the United States. He received
permission to bring- back only.
about 100 because of strong anti:
Nazi feeling. ,•
But must- ofthem were lep
men and, with German guidance,
the Army began a missile pro-
grain. By September 1954 thex
were able to inform superiors
•
that they -ceuld orbit a satellite
in less than a year. Still gather-
ing due in an Alabama ware-
house are ths satellites t h ey
1110.411111 weekt•be.--by new, circl-
ing the ear- h.
No Go•Ahead But Committee
In-st ad I a go - ahead, the
Army got a cemmittee. It con- is
sidered the satellite onsgriiims of *
the Army and Navy and-to the
aetoneshinent of rtoket experts
worldwide-awarded the Inter-
national Geophysieal Year satel-
lite program to the Navy which,
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Robert Baar Will Conduct'
Tenth Annual Festival Chorus
Professor Robert Baer will
have as. the conductor for, the
Tenth Annual Oloan-ergre resit_
sal Chores on Mondavi !vesting,
November 11. 7•00 p.m.. in the
astorray State College auditorium.
This will be Professor griar's
fourth year to serve as the
conductors for this grout).
e Proferor Bear first came toMurray in 1951 a nd staved
threafgh 1953. In 1951-54 Profes-
sor Raar taught at Tows North-
western Junior Collese. Orange
City. Iowa. lie returned to Mur-
ree State in 1954.
Professor Saar has three. de-
grees from the Chicaeo Minna&
College: Chicago. Illinois. He
holds the _./nizeiselor of Muffle
bjaree. Bachelor of Music Ede-
cation Deirree, and the Master
of Music Degree. He also spent
a semester studying choral tech-
niques at Saint Olaf College at
Northfield. Minnesota. At Saint
Olaf, Mr. Baar was associated
with the famous Saint Olaf
Choir.
Among the famous names
under whom Mr ' Bear . has
studied are Dr. Rudolph Ganz
and Dr. George Graham. Dr.
Ganz, president of the Chicago
Musical College. coached Profes-
sor Boar in the art of conduct-
ing. Dr. Graham was one of
Mr. Baar's voice teachers.
Before first coming to -Murray.
Professor Saar taught at Chicago
Christian High School. During
this time he was privileged to
conduct his high school chorus
as it was accompanied by the
Chicago SyMphony. Orchestra.
.e• Mr. Bear is well-known in this
area for his solo appearances




the Murray state Horneceiming
'parade will begin on Ittorth 14th'
street at 9:30 a.m. • Saturday
according to cellege officials. The
parade will proceed down Main
street. go around the court square
and leave on North Fourth to
return via Olive Bouiavard.
Residents are urged not to
park on Main street between
7th and 15th between the hours
of 9:30 and 10:00 a.m, aid on
Olive Boulevard between 4th and
13th between the same hours.
Officials said that many of the
floats are eery wide and that
it will be of great help if no
parking is done on these two




and warmer li.day and tonight.
Cloudy and windy, turning cool-
er Friday. Showers with thund-
erstorms beginning tonigh, and
• continuing Friday. pie) today 60
to 65. Lew 48 to 53. High Friday
In the 50s. -----
Sorne 5:30 a.m. temperatures:
Covington 35, Paducah 44, Bowl-
ing Green 48, London 29, Lex-
ington 35 and Hrpkinsville 39.
Evansville, Ind., 40.
Robert Saar
er of voice, and
of the Murray State College A
Capella Choir.
The public is invited to attend
the program of the Tenth Annual
Quad-State Choral Festival on





The regular meeting of the
Faxon Mother's Club was held
on Wednesday afternoon at 1:30
p.m. in the lunch room of the
school, with the president Mrs.
William E. Dunn, presiding.
Mrs. Albert Wilson read' the
minutes of the last meeting and
called the roll.
The Mother's Club purchased
new plastic plates and sups and
saucers for the lunch room and*
the school. purchased five dozen
plates.
Plans were made for a com-
munity and homecoming supper
!which will be held on Friday
t night. November 22 at 7-00
, o'clock. Proceeds will go forI the new dishes purchased Wed-
I
(  Refreshments were served by
Sirs. Pennington, Mrs. Burkeen
and Mrs. Emerson. Mrs. Lassiter's
room won the prize for having
the most mothers present. The
door prizes was won by Mrs.as conductor Hilda Pennington and the Fourth
grade students won $2.00 for
selling the most Christmas cards.
The next meeting will be on
Wednesday December 4 Each
mother is asked to bring a $1.00





United Press Staff Correspondent
MOSCOW 40" - The Soviet
Union unveiled today a wealth
of secret new rocket weapons
including field artillery recites
50 to 60 feet long and weighing
many tons.
The rocket weapons were
highlights of ' a .massive armed
display in Red Square com-
memorating the 40th anniversary
of the Bolshevik revolution.
A Soviet commentator atop
the Gum department store tar-
ing the Kremlin across lied
Square gave a running com-
mentary on the n e w secret
weapons.
"The Soviet Union now pos-
sesses long range rockets and
field rockets." the Cumin com-
mentator said. "The interconti-
nental ballistics missile has
strengthened Soviet defenses,"
Then came t he parade of
rockets and the commentator
said some of them were "based
on the principle of jet propul-
sion.-
The jet - propelled rocket
weapons were followed by heavy
rocket ,artillery drawn by tee-
mendoue caterpillar transporters.
Claims New Type Rocket
"They are of a new type of
a new design and on them are
tremendous heavy rockets," the
radio commenator said "They
must, weight anything up to
many tons...here comes another
one, a new rocket. This is some-
thing tremendous. It has to be
seen to be believed. It must
be somewhere about 50 feet
long."
Western observers estimated
the big green-painted rocket at
an even 60 feet long, about
In • row thick with a pointed
rui!ie and fins at the end. \
It appeared similar Ilto a
time German V-2 and observers
said they believed it was an
-intermediary stagajocket and
an_l_Ilessia's„ IC BSC -
Observers also noted a huge
200 millimeter cannon which was
believed capable of forcing an
atomic shell similar to the U.S.
Army's "Atomic Annie."
Tne hour-long parade was the
longest since the tear
The thousands watching in
Red Square were joined by the
top dignitaries of the Communist




Mrs. lamella Florence Wilson.
age 91. passed away this morn-
ing at 5:00 at 'the home of her
daughter. Mrs. Prentice Holland.
104 S nth Ni nth Street. -
Survivors include her daugh-
ter. Mrs. Holland, one Aster,
.Mrs. Molly Miller of • Murray.
one brother. - Isaac "Bud!' All-
britten. Canoe-ay County. two
grandchildren. Robert Holland
and Mrs. Dallas M. Lancaster of
Florence. Ala., two great-grand-
chiklren. Elisabeth Carol a n d
Rebecca Jane i.ancaster.
She was at member of the
Church of Christ in Murray.
Funeral services will be held
-Friday morning at 10:30 at the
J. H. 'Churchill Funeral Home
Chapel with Bro. Don Kester
and Howard J. Nichols officiat-
ing. Burial will be in the New
Providence Cemetery.
Active pallbearers wilt be:
Frank Albert Stubblefield, Al-
fred Lindsey. Elwin Thurman,.
James Thurfreind. Tom McElrath
and Henry Hokon.
Friends my call' at. the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home until
the service hour.
Doris Owen Lead Increases
But Amendments Due For Fall
By UNITED PRESS e h-ltittationel amendment* Is_ ad,,Court •.f Atopeais Clerk Doris in-e-n detested:-
Owens continued today to in- Unofficial returns from 2,412creme her already commending precincts 6+1 ow ed amendmentmargin of victory for a two-
yew unexpired term as clerk.
But the two proposed amend-
ments to Kentucky's Constitution
were headed for a decisive de-
feat as returns mounted from (Continued On lack Page)rural areas of the state.
Miss Owens has served as
clerk through appointment by connie Wilsonthe -court after the death of
Charles K. O'Connell last Jan-
2.285 precincts out of the Passes Away
UM ry.
gate's 4.072 reporting. M i utS
Owens had a Iced of 113.568
votes over her Republican op-
ponent, Charles Greene. Corbin.
The unofficial count gave the
former deputy cle rk 250.665
votes to Greene's 137,097.
With more than .two-thirds of
the precincts heard ft.en both
Firemen Called
Out Three Times
Yesterday and today firemen
answered three calls when fires
were reported according to the
Murray Fire Department.
A switch box aborted a n d
burned nut at the Ellis Popcorn
Company on Chestnut Street
yesterday afternoon about three
o'clock, firemen-. said.
Shortly after ten last night
one of the telephone operators
saw what she told fire-men was
smoke coming from the bark of
stores in the first block of Noels
3rd Street. When the truck ar-
rived, steam was found ti be
escaping from a pipe behind the
stores whicth had been mistaken
for smoke, said firemen this
morning.
At' 10:30 o'clock this morning
a grass fire was reported by Dr.
Wainer on his property on the




Mrs. Carl B. Kingins of Mur-
resp was admitted to a Nashville.
Tennessee hospital on November
1 for treament an and operation
on November 4.
She is reported to he making
satisfactory progress from t h e
oprration. Her address is Room




The Murray Rescue Squad'tvill
meet tonight at 7:30 p.m. for
their regular monthly meeting at
the City Hall.
All members are urged to. be
presen..• . •
No. I killed by a vote of 87.380
to 78.720. The margin of kiss for
the second amendment was run-
ning much higher wee 100.056
opposed to 71.711 ayes.
Mr. Conne- Wilson, age 72,
died yesterday at 10:30 a.m, at
his home in Bell City. His death
came as a reeule of complications
following a ten week illness.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Maude Wilson, two dent-
ters. Mrs. Rupanne Morton,
Lynnville and Mrs. Lucy Beat-
wright oof Murray Route three,
three sieters. Mrs. Lula Boyd and
.and Mrs. Irene Prttman, both
of Lynnville. and Mrs. Ruth
Goleiden of Jones. Arkansas, tw
brothers. Antbie Wilson of An-
(Continued On Sack Page)
BULLETIN
MOSCOW 1 11 - The Sas' iet
Union today displayed for the
first time a rocket officially
identified as an intercontinental
bathetic missile (ICBM).
WASHINGTON -te - Broad-
cast times for President Eisen-
flower's science and security
speech tonight:
CBS radio and TV live 8 to
8:30 p.m. eat.
ABC TV will carry it on film
at ,10:30 p.m. nee and NBC TV
on film at 11:15 p.m. e.srt.
NBC -and ABC radio veR1 carry.
the speech live at 8 p.m. eat.
Mutual Radio will rebroadcast




Mrs. Jane Williams. age 39.
died at 4:30 p m Wednesday at
the Murray General Hospital fol-
lowing an illness of three din's.
Sihe is survived by her hus-
band. Robert Williams, her fath-
er and mother. Mr. and Mrs. L.
L. Veale. one son, Robert Ste-
phen Williams. one sister, Mrs.
Tommy Howard, Indian Ruck:
Florida. and one brother, Lubie
Veale. Jr.. of Murray.
Mrs. Williams was a member
of the First Christian Church ,,f
Murray. Funeral services will tie
held at the First Meth dist
Church Friday at 2:00 p.m. with
H evard J. Nichols and Paul T.
Lyles officiating. Burial will be
in the Murray CeineterY.
Friends may call at the home
oof her parents at 1306 W. Main
Sreel until the service hour.
The J. H. Churchill Funeral




Holmes Ellis. senior from Mur-
ray. Mackie Puckett, juni..r trim
Mayfield. Gus Winston,
mere - from Sturgis, and Bill
Morales, a freshinan fronn. Sum-
merville. NJ., have been elected
presic:ents of their respective
classes at Murray State.
In the 'race for two vacant
student organization positions
freshmen Whit Wootton of
Louisville, and Marini "Lilo"
Galley's of Atamogandoe•N.-Mex.,
were elected from 10 candidates.
Other senior class officers
elected were Bailoy Hendricks.
of Paducah. iiee;prFirgient; Mar-
ilyn Mahan. of Mayfield. secre-
tary: and Anne Smith. of Stur-
gis. treasurer.
Elected to the other fiiniUr
clam offices .were Lindsay Free-
man, od Hopkinsville, vice-presi-
dent; Sue Grable, of bakeland.
Fla.. secretary; and Marsha Stitt-
Shrinking Sales, Competition
Given As Reason For Closing
The Murray Hosiery Mills
notified their employees on Wed-
nesday that the finm was dis-
'continuing its operations and
will liquidate' the business.
Harry Fenton. General Manes-
'Cr of the •fiern. said today that
  "Unsatisfactory conditions pre-
vailing .in the hosiery industry
'caused by a steady decline in
sale, nolume is responsible for
the' declaim to liquidate."
.Fenton continued that "shrink-
Ii it sales, industry wide, since
IOU. has brought about the
se. *seest kind' of competition and
unotteditable opera tiOnsi:"
eufacturing will be Cis-
tiJ,s , •• sort rs the rr.scen
0 g
4-
ra new tin • tic house ICE
Mr. Fenton told the Ledger
and Times today that the
elation of inventories, p 1 a n t,
niachinery and equipment will
be orderly."




A' the monthly meeting of the
Murray Ministerial Association
yesterday fire plans were made
for the Union Thanksgiving ser-
vice. The First Christian Church
will be this year's his", and
services will be held in that
church at 10 o'clock Thankgiv-
int rnsrning.
The association's president,
Rev. Howl. Owens, announced
that the Rev. William Thomas,
minister-in-chsrge of Rt. John's
Episcopal Church. will preach at
this community service.
Bernard Harvey. Mu?ray Hos-
pital Administrator, and Dr. C.
C. Lowry. spoke to the m.nisters
at their meeting yesterday. They
-outlined a, program under Which
bush ministers and the hospnal
staff could enjoy closer work-
ing relations and be of greater
assistance to each other and the
hospital patients.
The meeting. which took place
in the board room if the hospi-
tal, was attended by eight Mur-
ray ministers. They were: 1-1,,yt
Owen. Lynn Grove and Goshen
Me:hodie churches; Orval
tin. Collt-ge Presbytcrian: Paul
Lyles. First M's:hidist: W.J. Hill.
South Peasant Grove Methodist;
bon Kenner. Church 'of Christ;
T. A. Thacker.•Mem .ria! Baptist;
Howard Nichols. First Christian;
and William 'Phonruts, St. John's
(Continued On Back' Page) Episcopal.
•
eighty employees of the firm
in a meeting held yestereday.
The employees of the firm
will have their present jobs
(only -until the current orders
now in hand will be filled.
• The partnerghip operation has
been operated by Mr. Fenton
and .Grover Wood James for
the past several years. '1
TI." mill first came to Murray
In 1927 when a branch plant
was established from the Pa-
nucah Hosiery Mill. In 1935 the






Murray ,Hosiery Mills," Inc. New
equipment was brought over and
the complete operation. was done
in Murray.
The parent plant. Paducah
Hosiery Mill, discontinued busi-
ness before 1935.
The mill at one time hired
over 160 people, meetly women
and girls and at the present
time eighty,
Mr. Fenton told the Ledger
at Times this morning that
the decision to close the plant
was -reached only after long
and sericius consideration and
was finally reached with regret.
It has been a known fact
that industry wide, the hosiery
mills have suffered during the
east several years from shrinks_
ing volume, and some of the
keenest competition in the Amer-
ican free enterprise system.
The Murray Chamber of-Com-
fierce on June 20, 1927 convened
with those present being W. S.
Swank T. H. Stokes, T. 0. Turn-
er. fr. E. Larigston. E. J. Beale,
V. C. Stubblefield, 0, T. Hale
and •S. F. Holcomb.
It was this group that con-
summated the contract Ipetween
Paducah Hosiery Mill and the
Chamber. The Chamber of Com-
merce handed over the lot which
ran 100 feet on South Fourth
(Continued On lack Page)
Integration In State Shows Slow Progress During 1957
By JAMES R. RENNEISEN
United Press Staff Correspondent
FRANKFORT la -Integration
of Negro students and teachers
In Kentucky school's sy st e m
showed only slow progress this
year, although nine *school dis-
tricts ended segregation, it was
reported Wednesday.
The state Department of Edu-
cation issued a report showing
that 6,473 Negro students were
enrolled in formerly all-white-
schools, as compared to 5.143
in 1956. The report listed' a
total Negro school population in
•FTAA. ;•ri
Kentucky of about 40.000. -
A total of 10.897 Negro pupils
are attending. integrated classes
this year. but 4,424 of the num-
ber are enrolled in Negro schools
in Louisville which small groups
of white students attend.
.Nine Kentucky school districts
which have integrated classes
for the first time include Gal-
latin. Hart, Henry, Hopkins. Ma-
rion. Spencer and Union.. County
Districts, and the. Caverna and
Lebanon Independent School Dis-
tricts.
Districts with mixed enroll-
ments in 1956 but none this
year included Calloway. Carter,
Nelson. Ov.:sley and Waite coup-.
ties, and the Marion Independent
School District which has merg-'
ed with Crittenden County
schools. . • s
Ttk Department of 'Education
also, reported that 172 Negro
.teachers are teaching in inte-
grated schools this year, as 
1
com-
pared • to ' 113 i desegregated
schools 1n,..1958.. •
However, only 1 of the Negro
teachers listed for this yea' are
employed at schools with white'
faculty members or predomi-
nantly white student bodies.
The other .135 are • teaching
at former Negro schools which
now' have small white enroll-
ments. • •
There are eno white teachers
on the facilities of any of these
schools, .
About 55.3 per cent of the
setae)t districts in. Kentaky- with
a Negro population. bane some
degreis7o1 .integration in' schools,
, The total number of Integrat-
ed schools in the state increased
from 233 in - 1956 to: 262 this
yeat, although "16 schools which
had mixed classes last year do,
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A BIBLE THOAJGHT FOR TODAY
All things work together for good to them
that love God. Romans 8:28.
It sometimes takes a long time to see the
value of God's providence toward. us. Seem-
ing misfortunes often amazingly turn out to
be blessings in disguise.
Ten Years Ago Today
Ledger & Times File
Miss Lottye Suiter, elementary education teacler at
Murray stile college. represented Kentucky's First Dis-
trict at a meeting of the State Committee on Education
at, the University of Kentucky at Lexington. October 31
and November 1.
Lynn Grove defeated Kirksey in basketball TuesdaN
night with a score of 49-31. The game was played at
Kirksey. *
Che Sunday, October 19. Mr. and Mrs. Hallie Riley
celebrated their Golden Wedding Day at their home
near Gob. More than 200 persons met to enjoy the oc-
_casion -with them.
The body of Tommv Stark• s. a middle aged resident
of Hardin who was reported drowned in -the Tennessee
River below Kentucky Dam Wednesday, has not been
found, according to reports.
According to witnesses Stark & .apfiltently fell over-
board while fishing from a small boat.
The American flag was displayed in Murray yester-
day in honor of Staff Sergeant Albert V. Hughes, first
of World War 11 dead in this area_ to be returned from
the E.T.O.
.••
LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY
BEAVER FUR NER—Idarnle Eisenhower is helped Into her 
new
Maine beaver fur coat at the White House by the two trappers
who gifted It to her, Jasper Haynes (left) and R.. T. Clark.
'They represent the Beaver Fur Trappers association. The coat
is valued at 31.800, and Mrs. Eisenhower forked over $385 for
having it made up. //eternal lomat Soured photo)
North Fork
News
Mrs. Ella Morris is still con-
fined .to ner bed with illness.
There is a lot of colds and
some flu in this community.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren' Sykes
"arid S_usan visited Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Sykes past of last week.
Mrs. Okla Holley spent Fri-
day with Mi. and Mrs. George
•Jenkins.
j. Jerry Vandyke spent: this week
end with Mr. and Mrs. Douglas
Vandyke.,
-N. and Mrs. R. D. Key, Mr.
and Mr s4 Warren- Skkes and
With Cla.ssif. ieds 
1Susan wok., dinner guest of Mr.
Make Whiey Paschall Friday afternoon. '
Mrs. Ruth Paschall and Sylvia
Mrs Tell Orr visited Mrs. Iva
• —
and Mrs. Jack Key recently.
ATTENTION
BURLEY GROWERS
Why Take Chances - Sell Your Tobacco
at PADUCAH BURLEY FLOOR
1010 Madison Street
Paducah, Kentucky
Sell Is here ou know VOU will receive
a square deal and highest prices!
WE APPRECIATE YOUR BUSINESS
More Of The Contest Winners That Get Highest
Prices Sell With Us
We have added 12,000 feet of selling space to our ware-
houses in orde? to give Ion quicker sales and even more
efficient service.
SELL WITH US AND BE I tAPPY
OPENING SALE  NOVEMBER 25
SECOND SALE  NOVEMBER 27
Open Day and Night For Your Convenience —
REMEMBER OUR LOCATION - 1010 Madison St.
Phone 2-3322 Paducah, Ky.
PAD UCAH
BURLEY FLOOR
_ KENNEDY BRO-S. Owners
1 G. Campbell -- Mgr.
' 
Kuykendoll are visiting relatises
in Chicago this week.
Mrs. R. D. Key and Mrs. War-
ren Sykes and Susan visited Mrs.
Ella Morris Tuesday aftern,i,in.
Mr. and Mrs. William Sparks
and Mr. and Mrs. Baron Nance
visited Mr. and Mrs. Billy Nance
Sunday.
Mr. and ti. ':ffellin Jones
visited Mr. and Mrs. Billy Turn-
er Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Bardon Nance
visited Mr. and Mrs. Carnol Boyd
Friday night.
Mr. and Mrs, Oman Paschall
and Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr
visited Mrs. Ella Morris Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Gallimore
are confined tolihe bed With flu
at the home of Galan Morris.,
David Boyd is ill with cold
and flu. He Was carried to Dr.
Bert Paschall Monday- morning.
Mr. and Mrsi One Key visited'
Mrs. Iva Paschall, Hugh and
Donnie Sunday.
N. D. Duck Eggs
Get Dye Treatment
BISMARCK, N. D. —
,se brooch of -red. 'green and
blue ducklings spatted by travel-
ers in North Dakota this summer
have been dyed in the interests'
,,f science.
The. dyes were irut-cled in
duck tiggs severa slayS- before
they hatched in order to identi-
fy members of each braod for
-everal weeks after.cird. -
In this way, gay.? experts are
able to track the movements of
ducklings from one water area
1,  another and to study !he ef-
forts of weather c.mditions,
vegetation and other fact...re on
the young ducks. •
- Peabody. Mass is the hirth-
place of Geoige Downing. who
ouilt 10 Downing :tree' in Lon-
1
don. home of Britain', prime
ministers.
CLUE TO AILMENTS-Dr.' Leo
Gitman (top), speaking at a
meeting of the Gerontological
Soniety In Clevsland. 0.. sal,'
that Ms studies indicate he has
found • possible method of
preventing heart attacki and
heartening of the arteries. Dr.
Gitman, of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
carried on his research 'With









PORK KIDNEYS _ _








KROGER RICHER — SWEETER — MORE MELLOW









FRESH HOME MADE BULK








STEAK • LB. 45e
FiEIHDE PORK LB. 39cPIECE
TZ
'fil ER K R AU T_— "A" 29cJAR
FRESH CUTS
1 BACON __ __LB. 45c







SWEET. FULL OF JUICE
FINEST FROM FLORIDA
ORANGES
Large 175 Size 49
DOZEN
U.S. NO. 1 ROME OR
ijilir,.,...
FIRST OF THE SEASON1
STAYMAN WINESAP .---  ''- LARGE 176 SIZ1
RED APPLES TANGERINES
PEACHES




























TOMATO JUICE__ _2 CANS 49c
PANRCGAE MIX __ 32 OZ— — BOX 29c
ELIGFG"HiNTIDIP CAKE_ _ __ EA 33
SESAME BAKE & SERVE
HARD ROLLS  PKG. 19c
ENRICHED—MADE WITH BUTTERMILK
KROGER BREAD___ 2LGOOAZF 23c




DRY GREEN PEAS _ _
LIBBY 







bAN 10c CAKE MIX
NO. 300













SPAGHETTI DINNER _ 29cc











LB 31_ _ BOX
6-02 99c
JAR







CHESTY I THOROBRED I SEALTEST
Potato Chips DOG FOOD ICE CREAM








































































_ _ LB. 45c
PIECE 39c— s--- LB.
U T _ 29c
_ _ _ _ LB. 45c
  LB. 35c
LBS.2







_2 46 OZ.CANS 49c
32 02BOX 29c
KE_ _ EA" 33
  PKG. 19c
UTTER MILK














LB 17%'— — — — — BOX
• — — — — JAR-0Z6 99c
• THURS. 9 P.M
1D ICE CREAM





Poston is owner of one of the
heads that pop up in /11 see
-Man in the Street" TV int *-
views. He essays the comic ree
of a bewildored character whowhich is not recognized by the tries _each week to -remember'Unitea Nations. The U. 4 recog- his monicker and other pertinent
facts of his life, but can't quite
make it.
"It's kind of funny," saki
Poston as he looked kind ,for refugees who have fled gov-
ernments not recognized be the funny. "but people keep puttee
my own routine on me. I'd s1.'.11. Only persons fleeing- rec-
'about 10 times a day some or,ognized governments because of 
twill stop me and pretend eitear of persecution are covered,
can't remember my name.by the mandate. Thus the di-
"All kinds of people go through!elenemma of the Hong Kong fam-
thee. the bit. They do it in the streets.
- • in elevators.- at parties. I don't ,
Some-experts on international know how many hundreste. of
•I law- heliete that a ewe for U.N. hackies have yelled at me from 1
assistance can be based on the their •cabs 'Hey, you. You.
fact that Britain -dees not me- Wars, you own name? When
eienize Nationalist China and, you ere down to it, We kind
therefore., the refugees can net an odd thing to be known
claim protection from •their legal that stupid guy who can't even
government. _ remember his - own name.'
Likes Tht Role
Postcp, feels a kind of affee-on Tong Kong. about 16"" !len for the dhn-witted cher:It-t-hieve sotorht "sedum on Formosa. er he. obese "He's a curi-e••Econemic assistance • o
tier 1" 0/41411111 a a !le er .ehe kind who pebable doesn'tgreatest problem 'Facing the refe
a wife or kids • and probahkmisses. It is toevard alleviation
livee in a rhomine house with iof that problem that an appeal
a motherly housekeeper to lookfor 'U.N. assistance will be mode
after him. Somebody would hienext week when the U.N.'s eco-
te take care of him. I don't thit;nornie and social ceminittee takes
he rould make it alone.up the refugee Issue.
"The key NS his character ie
i • that he panics easily. He really
does knew hie own name. , you
know los isst that when he
tee
THURSDA Y — NOVEMBER 7, 1957
••••••••••••••••••••••••.....
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UN Will Take 'Tom Poston
Up Thorny Obscure In
Legal Problem Early Career
• 
By JOHN A. CAVANAUGH ,
United Pesos Staff Correspondent
UNITED. NATIONS, N. Y. 194
- l'he United Nations is about
to take up a thorny legal prob-
.tem _iiividgring more than 7(10.000
anti-Communist Chinese refugees,
victim f a two-China' dilemma.
The-refugees, mostly- destitute.
are • 'living in squalor in the
British colony of Hong Kong
%here they fled in 1949 when
the Communists gained control
ot the Chinese mainland. their
plight has grown steadily worse
and their care ate, inereasing
financial burden for the Bri-
tish.
The problem has been an
Issue In the U.N. since 1952. tors face is known to millions.
legal Se far, however. , a tricky ----- Bill the million's still don't knewangle has . precluded assistance, his name.by the world organization. As But, that's not too surprising.1political refugees, the Wing Kong Piston plays a TV character 'Chinese ordinarily 'would quality who Can't remember his name i-for ,pretection -fond_ assistance
-fi'om the Office of the United
Nations _High Commissioners' for
Refugees, which has helped thou-
sands sf refugees in Europe.
But, in this case, the refugees
have fled from a government
nizee only the government of
Nationalist China. on Formosa.
The mandate of the high corn-
_ missioner makes no provision
In addition • to the refugees
By WIlt:LIAM EWALD
United Press Staff C rrrrr pendent
NEW YORK- For, the
first 10eyears of his profeseionel
▪ Vete rosTeite 'labored in Ob-
isturity.
He came out of the Air Force
after World, War II tiled orgriz-
ed a -dramatic stock -compaie.
In Delaware that' everitua!'
foundered on its .flops. He 1111
grited to Broadway and landed
a succession of small parts. He
dfd comedy and drama on TV
and even ran a local show
his own on TV for 15 weeks.
but silI remained a ne-name.
Then last December. he joined
the cast of Steve, Allen's 'NBC-
TV Sunday show. Today's Pus-
WED ANTONt —eon:stance San.
tlra (above) .of Manchester.
England. advertimed that she
will marry any man regardless
ot size, shape, age or color if
he will pay. tier father's dada,
mounting to 16,500. Which
means andrrt, 20, would have
to give up the law student she
loves. Sandra's either ta--Sene-
gelesep her mother English.









vete tinder thoech of liehte an
eras all tho.e camera.. he C:01
fight it thrench When StinN
Allen Throws that first Question
at' hire, he just falls apart."
Livestock
Report
ST. LOUIS V — Livestock
Hogs 4.000. Open slow. Le
fairly active. Barrows and in
Over 180 lbs mo.thr 25 se-
lower than Monday's aver
Sews mostly 25. instances
cents lower. Bulk U.S. 1 •
184 to 260' lb harrows and izi'le
mixed .weight and grade 16 50
to, 17.114. ' -
tattle 5.500: Cale es 1,200.
Opening trade slow. mnstle
steady on steer" and heir,-
Severn! lots and loads geed e•
choice Fieerti e5 so .24 50. Ft.....
Choice mixed se-artistes 25.30 to
25. Grind 20 to 22,50 Venter%
and calvee stead*. Geed arid
choice vealers 26 'to 27. Good
111 to 22. Mewl and chnice tete
400 lb slaughter calves 18 •
•
Sheen 1.500. Sunnites mostly
trucked ñ wooleel larehs. Fees
!lots sh •n 1ambe and Maine,'
• reees. laughter Myth% fp-wy,.
av.otit eienev. Good and eh-
,werilee" lambs 19 to 21. the
mc kite eerree
Ono Way To Re S,Ire
. Of ',laving, Hanger
—____--
DETROIT el — Bartend , r
Ski 01.1.Cnett Is eenyincee pp,p1;,
aro lazier than ever.
Guemet.....dese.tee like wire c r , .
hingers, so he, bouglit a W NO, ..,
i ore for hits own use at the lelr,
, wherehe works, But every after-
, noon when he arrived. he f:sund
, mincene was using iel r,. his wdeIsonsies:-.- -• Then one night as he wass,leav-
ing work. he accidentlly knocked ,
the wooden hanger to the floor ,
And' 'Tot -tt-etar-there.t Nextedaye
the hanger was still on the floer. i
Sid picked 'it up and hung his ,
that On It. •
M.,le every night Sid drops the !
hanger on -the floor When he .1
(pies, work. It's always enete '
en he returns the next 'day.
1."--
e FIRST SNOW
, SPE4-A fiiisir's.. 43. v. - -rhe
! iast s.low of the season et Terry i
1
 
Peak in the Bleelt Hills in South 1
Dakota fell Sept. 9, 11,7.
4
i••••••••• ,••••••••••."...,•••• .•••


































4,• .••• .••••• AB' a 4 'It
gives you 70c






BELLE MEADE 14-13. Box
honey Graham CRACKERS 35
MB PIES box of 12 39c
Sunshitric Crackers Irg Box 23c
ee ee. PCPCORN 5 2425c
-GALLON
SEA LTEST 117,  CREAM 79c 
ODCHAUX SUGAR lofts. 99c
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Pia..111.1111111111D BY LEDGER lb TIMES PUEL18HDIG COMPANY. irob.
Setwaildation al the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times. and /1w
MIlletelleraid. October SO. Mk and the West Kentuckian. January
1,11.
JAMES C WILLIAMS. PUBLISkiElit
is reserve the right to reject any Advertising Letters to the Editor
w Public Voice items which In our opinion are not It.:Us. bf.r.
Merest of our readers. .
P.
dATIONAL EXPRESENTATIvM: WALLACE Wind/ k CO. 136i
Ilesues, Memphis, Teem.; DO Park Ave., New York; SOT A. Michigan.
Drs. Mean; SO Bolystoa Si,. Rostot.
Irlellered at the 'Pow Office, Murray, Keniticky. for trawl-4mm as
Second Class Matter
SVIEDCDEPTIOIN RAT By Carrier in Murray. pw awes B. Per
MO* Ilk. In Calloway and &Oolong coimues, per year $3.50. as
Alese. ELSO,
THURSDAY — NOVEMBER 7, 1957
A BIBLE THOUGHT FOR TODAY
All things work together for good to them
that love God. Romans 8:28.
It sometimes takes a long time to see the
value of God's providence toward us. Seem-
ing misfortunes often amazingly turn out to
be blessings in ilisguise.
-•-•
Ten Years Ago Today
Ledger & Times File
Miss Lottye Salter, elementary education teacher at
Murray State College. represented Kentucky's First Dis-
trict at a meeting Of the StAte-C-Ommittee on Education: 
at the University of Kentucky at Lexington. October 31
and November 1.
Lynn Grove defeated Kirksey in basketball Tuesd.c.
night with a score of 49-31. The game was played “t
Kirksey.
On Sunday. October 19. Mr. and Mrs. Hallie Riley
celebrated their Golden Wedding Day at their home
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BEAVER FUR 14111—Marnte Eisenhower is helped i
nto her new
Maine beaver fur coat at the White Rouse by the two trappers
who gifted it to her, Jasper Haynee (left) and R.. T. Clark.
They represent the Beaver Fur Trappers association. The coat
Is valued at *1.800, and Mrs. Eisenhower forked over $385 for
having it made up. /Infernal 101144 Sound photo),
North Fork
News
Mrs: Ella Morris is still con-
fined to her bed with illness.
There is a lot of colds and
some nu in this community.
The body of Tommy Starks. a middre aged resident




River below Kentucky Dam Wednesday, has not been Henry Sykes past of last 
week.
found, according to reports. NaTS. Okla Holley 
spent Fri-
According to witnesses Starks apparently fell over- 
jcieanykish Mr. and Mrs. GeorgervIsit 
board while fishing from a small boat. . .i Jerry Vindyke spent this week
The American flag was displayed in Murray yester-' end with Mr. and 
Mrs. Douglas
day in honor of Staff Sergeant Albert V. Hughes. first Vandyke.
the E.T.O. 
and Mrs. Warren Sykes and
Mr. and Mrs. 'R. D. Key. Mr.of world War II dead in this area to be returned from
- and Mrs. Jack Key recently.
'Susan were dinner guest of Mr.
'









Why Take Chances - Sell Your Tobacco
at PADUCAH BURLEY FLOOR
1010 Madison Street
Paducah, Kentucky
Sell Is here NOU know ou 1611 receive
a square deal and highest prices!
WE APPRECIATE YOUR BUSINESS
More Of The Contest Winners That Get Highest
Prices Sell With Us
We have added 12,000. feet of selling space to our ware-
houses in order to give you quicker sales and even more •
efficient service.
SELL WITH CS AND BE HAPPY
OPENING SALE  NOVEMBER 25
SECOND SALE  NOVEMBER 27
Open Day and Night For Your Convenience —
REMEMBER OUR LOCATION - 1010 Madison St.





J. G. Campbell Mgr.
'Kuykendoll. are visiting relatives
in Chicago this week.
Mrs. R. D. Key and Mrs. War-
ren Sykes and Susan visited Mrs.
Ella Morris Tuesday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. William Sparks
and Mr. and Mrs. Baron Nance
visited Mr. and Mrs. Billy Nance
Subday.
Mr., and Mrs. Hollin Jones
visited Mr. and Mrs. Billy Turn-
er Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Bardon Nance
visited Mr. and Mrs. Carriol Boyd
Friday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Oman Pascriall
and Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr
visfteci Mrs. Ella Morris Sunday,.
. Mr. and Mrs.. Ralph Gallirsure
are confined to the bed With flti
at the home of Galon Morris.
David Boyd is ill with cold
and flu. He was carried to Dr.
Bert Paschall Monday morning.
Mr. and Mrs. One Key visited
Mrs. Iva Paschall. Hugh and
Donme Sunday.
N. D. Duck Eggs
Get Dye Treatment
BISMARCK. Nj D. — *
Th ,se broods of red. gruon and
blue ducklings spotted by travel-
ers in-North Dakota this summer
have been dyed in the ituerests
,f science.
Tht. dyes were injected in
I duck eggs severa: days beforetruy hatched in order to identi-
I f2. members .4 earn br -.4 forseveral weeks after.e.rci.
I In this way, garn.t. expers are
able to track the mbvernents of
ducklings from one- water area
ti another and teAsiorlyg;e ef-
fects of weather c.mditions,
segetalion and ,.her fact,,ta. on
the. young ducks.
 •
Peabody, Mass. is the birth-
place of George, Downing, who
built 10 Downing street in Loa-
d.in, home of , Britain's prime
ministers.
CLUE TO AILMENTS—Dr. Leo
Gitman (top), speaking at a
wieetir,g of the Gerontological
Soriety in Cleveland, 0., sail
that stria studies Indicate he has
found • possible method of
preventing heart attacks and
heartening of the arteries. Dr.
Gitman. of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
carried cal Sit research with.
Dr. L J. Greenblatt (bottom).
PABST
6 mi., ca„ 59c
--"`OPM111111111111














PORK MELTS LI. 19c
PORK KIDNEYS  LB. 19c
PORK SNOUTS ___ _LB. 19c
PORK EARS LB. 19c
KROGER RICHER — SWEETER — MORE MELLOW
3 LBS $1
FI;IES6PORK STEAK _LB. 45c
FSHID E PORK ___ 39c
HEIFuzSAVER KRAUT_ _nplikm_ i9c
CUTS
Firl BACON ____LB. 45c
BONELESS '







SWEET, FULL OF .1:110E
FINEST FROM FLORIDA
ORANGES





































TOMATO JUICE__ _2 46 OZCANS 49c
NEW KROGER
PANCAKE MIX __ 320z.BOX 29c
OLD-FASHIONED
EGG WHIP CAKE_ EA 33
SESAME BAKE & SERVE
HARD ROLLS  PKG. 19c
ENRICHED—MADE WITH BUTTERMILK
KROGER BREAD___ 2c OZLOAF 23c
MIRACLE WHIP 302.49c
AVONDALE


























 CL'ESTV THOROBRED SEALTEST





CAKE MIX W".—Ye"". 2De, s Food f PKGS17 OZ 59c
NEW
KiinAGiETTI DINNER _ _ 8c,`Zi, 29cc
PIL
CAE FROSTING PKG. 33c
iiiiiiiii _ __ _ 602 39c_ _ 1 BOX 






CRAWFORD KFVS-TV THURS. 9 P.M. 
TWIN PACK 59c I 2 CANS nc GAL








































































  LB. 35c
LK 2











KE_ _ _ _ EA
— — — — — PKG
IUTTERMILK






















- — — — — JAR-0Z6 99c
- THURS. 9 P.M. 
SEAL TEST
I ICE CREAM-2- GAL 39r1
•
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UN Will Take Tom Poston
Up Thorny Obscure In
Legal Problem Early Career
By J06444 A. CAVANAUGH
United Prees Staff Correspondent
UNITED NATIONS, N. Y. KB
—The United Nations is about
to take up a thorny legal prob-
lem iniolVing.more than MEOW
anti-Communist Chinese refugees,
vietinia -of a two-China dilemma.
The refOget.e. mostly destitute
are, living,, in squalor in the
British erihiny of -Hong Kiang
where they fled in 1949 when
the Communists' gained ,control
oi the Chinese mainland. Their
plight has grown steady worse
and their care an increasing
financial bunted fer the Bri-
tish.
The problem has been an
Issue in the U. N. since 1952.1
So far. however, a tricky legal 1
angle has, precluad assistance
Sy the world organization. As
political refugees, the Hong Kong
Chinese ordinarily would qualify
for pratection a nd assistance
from the Office of the United
Nation, High Commissioners for
Refugees, which. has helped thou-
sands of refugees in Europe:
But,*in this case, the refugees
have fled from a government
which is not recognized by the
United Nations. The U.N. recog-
nizes only the government of
Nationalist. China. on .Formosa..
The mandate of the high cornL
missioner makes, no provision
for refugees who Rise fled gov-
ernments not recognized by the
U.N. Only persons fleeing rec-
ognized governments because of
fear of persecution are covered
by the mandate. Thus the di-
lertimma of the Hong Kong f am-
i
'
Some experts on interntitional
law heliel e that a case for U.N.
assistance can be based on the
fact that Britain does not rece
cvlize Nationalist • China and.
therefore. the refngees can not
claim prot,iction from their legal
government.
In addition to the refugees
on Tong Kong. about 110,000
have solieht asylum on Formosa.
Eee.nemic assistance — Food,
clothing and shillter is the
greakst -prtobiem''facing• the feta
',gees. It. is toward alleviation
of thit problem that an appeal
for U. N' assistance wilt tie made
next week when the U. N's eco-
nomic and social committee takes
up the refugee issue.
WED ANYONE—Constance San-
dia tate/Yet of Manchester,
Englanri, advertised that she
will marry any man regardless
ut size, shape, age or color if
he will pay• her fathers debts,
amounting to $6.500. Which
means Sandra, 20. would have
to give up the law student she
loves. Sandra's father Is Sene-
galese. her mother English.
She's tn a rush. (International/
By WILLIAM ewAlla
United Press Start Correspondent
NEW YORK i1 — For the
first 10 years of his professional
lifg,j Tom  Poston  labored in  ob
rcurity.H
came out of the Air Force I
after World War II and• organiz-
ed a dramatic stock company
In. .Delaware t nal ,_eventually
foundered on its flops. He mi-
grated to Broadway and land.i
a succession of small parts. 1 -
did comedy and draina on TV
and even ran a local show of
his own on TV for 15 weeks,
but still remained a no-names
Then last December. he joined
the cast - of Steve Allen's NBC- !
TV Sunday show.. Today's Pose
ton's face is known to millions.
But the million's still don't know
his name.
But that's ,not too surprising.
Poston plays a 'TV character
who can't remember his name
either.
Acts Bewildered
Poston is owner of one of the
heads that pop up in Alian's•
"Man in the Street" TV in! 1 -
views. He essays the comic r‘.1,
of a bewildered character who
tries each week to remember
his monicker and other pertinent
facts of his life, but can't qUitf
make- it.
• "It's kind of funny." sail
Poston as he looked kind
funny, "but people keep pull •
my own routine on me. I'd •
about 10 times a day Some .r
will stop me and pretend la
can't remember my name.
"All kinds of people ito through
the bit. They do it in the sires'
in elevators, at parties. I de':
know . how many hundreds -
hackies have yelled at me tro'n
kheir cabs — 'Hey. you. You.
What's you own name?' Why,'
you pet Alma to it, it'r kind
an odd thing to be known es
that stupid guy who can't even
remember his own name." .
Likes The Role
Post,:n feels a kind of affee-
tien for the dim-,vitted char-iet-
er he plays. "He's a curl-
1111k' guy.- said Poston.
kind who pebabla don't
a wife or. kids and proba'as
Itivos to a---saanvin* house ,aottls
a motherly housekeeper to look
after him. Somebody would have
to take care of him..i.don't this*
ermild make it alone.
-The key to his character H
that he panics easily. He really
eh,en know_ jets awn name. you
know. it's lust that when he
gels under thosch eit lights and
.ees all those camera", he ran"
fieht it thrn,irh When S.,.
Allen throws that "first fallei I.
at him. he just falls apart."
Livestock
Report
RI'. LOUIS rta — Livestock
Hogs 13.000. Open slow. la'
fairly active. Barrows and se
over 180 lbs mostly 23 re.
lower than Monday's aver, •
Sews mostly 25. Instances
cents lower. Bulk U.S. 1 te
liter to 260 lb barrows and
mixed weight and grade 16
I,, 17.10.
Cattle 5.500. Ca 1v es 1.200.
Opening trade !slew. most I y
steady on steers and heifers.
Int* and—Ineele-arneed---end
choice steers 20,25 to 24 50. Few
choice mixed yearlinge 23 5n 
23. Good 20 to 22.30 Veal,
land Calves steady. Good
I choice vealers 26 to 27.- Good
1 16 to 22. Good and choice 2Se
: In 400 lb slaughter calves 18 to
21.
Sheet, 1.500. Supplies mostly
trucked ;n wooled lambs. Few
I. i" sh• n lambs and slaiirdit,:a
W,s5. latiffhter • lambs opened
- shook s. end% GrOel and choice
iwoole tenths 19 Irt 21. Choler










On. Wall To Be Sure
Of Hiving Hanger
; DETROIT Pt -- Bartender
Sid Gttenclt is isinvinced persole
are lazier than ever..
Guenoti doesra-like wire cute
hangerer--44ohr bat:kilt a wooden
one fin. his own use at the, bar
I where he assails. But every after-
t 
noon...when he arrived, he found
seme.me was tielmz his.. wokden
hangar. - - -
Then one night as he Was tem.-
..a warts, he accidentily knoeked
•-• a•eleir -Itangei norm
let it stay there. Next day
•-•'• hanger was still on the Ill. i•
- 't picked "it .up and hung h.
•,t on it.
Now 'every night Sid deeps
hanger on the floor When h
.work. It's always th




first S.IOW of the season stPeak in the Elf.ck Hills in South
Dakota fell Sept. 9, 1057. 14.01.11.111111.11111111111.1111111.1.1111111111.11  
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 iinc Crackers Lg Box 23c
e Gee PCPCORN 15Fb 225 
11;i; CREA 79c 
GODCHAUX SUGAR 1°14- 99 


















US. Choice L. S. hoice






.....-weiwiseweelewseeloseepowerwee-9. at' +I" • ••••
Sliffnudwiferling gives you
digesfoiik...plua!




IN 'HEAVY SYRUP aj
BELLE MEADE - 1-Lb. Box
Honey Grcainni CRACKERS 33c
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WOMEN'S PAGE
Lochie Landolt. Editor Telephone 1685
aa• .1aa.14M1.11
Sparkman Speaks To Two CWF Groups
Deltas Of Woman's To Meet Thursday
Club On Tuesday Two gr eirei ••1' :he Christ ian
Women's 7'0.1. ,werrp --ritit -J. Matt . . Dean of Christ:an Cherch hied -heir
-Men. Murray S a e College.
wake to the Delta Department
of :he Mueray Wornan's.. Club at
hetereeerulay . everting,
N. %ember 5. a: 7:30. Dean.
Sparkinates subject was "Who's
wh,.. in Murray."
aeic was If you needed t.aha-
tect one of the following argan-
Matiera whom would !eau
Ho corelnued with a 24 qua-eon
quiz en .:".eat* of the city. pres 
aJ
-
dents and chairmen of local - essie Houston Club
menthly nweengs Thursciay, No-
vember 7. •
The home of Mr.. A. H. l'its-
aereatra.OEma -Hh117. • Atli be the
scene of he meeting tor Group
1V.at 9:30 a.m.. Mrs. R...bert H•ahe
a in .cnarge ..1 the PrI gram.
Moe Frances Sex:-.n. pr,gram Grauer ille aell Met a: the
cha.rrn3n. intraluced the. speak- harne ef Mrs. Gene . Landalt,
or leOlin Sparkman' was PaynaStreeLat 7:30 in the even-
in :he firm of a quiz. W. first 148. Mrs. 0. B. Boone Jr.,- is
cite:re:ea f the group.
AU members are urged to   . at-
tend the. meetings.
• • • .•,
gran:ea:h.:es such as 
nd sanear 
the G ir l' •1
eetS -1t Lassiterera. a points of '
necessary kn..swlectge" Home
"Murray as one -f the faseest Teo .14--iblie HoLid**-al Service
gr eang--aewns: th.s seceion of e.,.nt• Supreme Threat
the United Sta:es." sated Dean W Circle met in t h e
Sparkman!-- After ha eemerks.,i h. me •,f Meas Ruth Lassiter,
he gave ale gr 30 quest: m.s. Pea.er Sireel. TU eSdlaY NJV
1-1 111 MAIrralrr'el''S•PjIYId ri es. size. ber ..• 7.30 pm.
_ •e-th pepula:an. and lute- . 'me; tiasnese mese:ale was .pre-
of anportant.aloadmarks • -dee•atera-bee-Mite.--Adareei • .ar.d builduigs. Gene•ral plans were
Follow:rig the program. a sh .rt ,...aiusarl for the regular "ineet-'‘
bueness meeting WAS hirld w::11 be nem Nee-ember I'
Mrs. Graves Hendon, cha.rman -rm.tti•day at 7:30 p.m. at the
of the department. pres..--dang. W,Inall'S.CIU6 House. Repera an
Decera;ans for the annual Wo- ese. wheelehair. purce:ased by
man's Clab Chrearnas tree were Murray. Greve N. 126. were
dare-tread ieed voted n. included .n :he business.
During the "octal _hairs. re- Aet.anneuncement was made A.
frestunerre were . 's.er.c-d 60 • the next seretee club meeeng.
• .f atiat mirtletelY 28 meth" a chili supper te be heist at the
be :a H.a:easte ere ea:lames.
F E. Crawford. A. D. Butter-
s se cite Wein Ptnkuc and W. J.
G. LIIC.41.
liefr-islunents were serv&I - „
Settlallhetld.ti McKeZ-1 Cud, L./ulcers It tected For
sta.-c -1113T"gt'r '41 the W‘x4thaa Altar Society -
.11artin's- Chapel Lanrme S:flas: zelia Out:-
HSCS Observe Week '1""nMary 1.- UAW Baker. and echos-
:asses Mary and Ruth Caesarea
a 1 • •
The Marten's Cbrapel WSCS
caesereed 'Week it Prayer ane Jaycees Hold
at cnurc'n, f_e_eolee. esenant....R.exidar Meeting  
14""Inber 1' Mrs. C1.1 r. Tuesda Fvenin
..: • s
• C.:rrle. Itazet Tut. Gen -tra Ham-
Of Self Denial










- Thursday, November 7
The November meeting of the
Garden Department of the Mur-
ray W. mats Club has been can-
celed because of illness.
tr. a' • -• • -
Greenk Ili of the CWF of the
First Cbristian Church will meet
a: the home of Mrs. Gene Lan-
doit a: seven-thirty o'clock.
• • • •
Cr op IV of the Christian
Chura-es-CWF will meet a. Lae
hone of Mrs. A! H. Titsworth
at 9.30 a.m.
The Willing Workers of the
l'aften:•r.31 Baptist Church will
mee: a the home of Mrs. Will
Ed fairrean at seven - thirty
clock.
.rA.iaais U chapter No. 511
Order 4 the Eastern S.ar will
hula es reguair meeting at the
leaige Hal. at seven u'clock.
aa Club will meet witTh-Birs. K.
I. Crawford, Hamilton Avenue,
at one-thirty o'clock.
• • • •
The Ann Hassehine clam of
-the lefernoriar Batons! Church -Will
meet at the home -al MrSs. John
Waters at seven o'clock in the-
evening.
• • • • -
Saturday, November 9
The Went/ail Oury chapter of
the DAR will meet at the home
of Mrs. Foreman Graham in the
afternoon at two-thirty o'clock.
• .
The Captain Wendell Oury
chapter, of the DAR will meet
at the home of Mrs. Foreman
Graham at two - thirty o'clock.
.Mre. Price Doyle and Mrs. D. F.
McConnell will be cehestesses.
• • • • .
Monday, November 11
The Sigma Department of the
Murray W..man's Club will meet
at the club a:• 7:30 p.m.
Hes:eases are Mr.,. John Neal
Purdom. Mrs. Rutilba-Jamee Mm.
:Lee Tau PhiaLambda-SoruritY James Rogers.- and sae. se-D-•
of - rlien Circle will meet eteepay.
_4 Mrs.. Loyd 13byd, • se
Be .. sea e at seven o'clock. The Mattie Bell Hayes Circle• • •
of .the First Me hodat Church
The Faemeiattonal SundaY will n Id its regular meeting a:
See Claea of the First Baptist the sacial nail at 7:30 in the
Charen will meet for a pee luck teaming. 1 -
supper at the home of Mrs. Ed- • • • •
gar Sh.r.ey a: 6:30 p.m. T.he Euzeilan CIas of• • a. F.ret Baptist Church will
Friday., November a at 7' p.m. at the home a
lame of Mrs. Louise Beker, De. The Nerla Murray Hememak-
'camber 5. •
: la.- corning year
were Monday evening.
Neietriber 4 by the Altar Secirey
of St. Lee's Catholic Church. The
Meet rig was held at the Mame
of Mrs. Gruver Wood Jame* at
7:30 p m.
The new afficers' are: Presi-
Jeri.. 'MK. -Shaek:ef
president. Mrs. Mac McRaney;tell. prhadent the group. pre. secretary. Mrs. Saber. Ross; andsideci. • The Murray Jun. .r Chamber ,e_e..rmeurier. Mrs. Ed Fenten. 'Mrs. H:'-nian •'Cules. and Mrs. af. Came:lei:cc neld their regular _Tee rneeeng_ was apened with.Ralph Reaera 41 were are charge . meeting Tuasclay. Nevembe.r prayer by Father Fates ard Rue-at trio werahm pr eaearn. Other t 730. pre. as he Nateinai Hetel
Ir. fhb! r :rig par: . r. ' :he pro- easerra n'
8ram were 34...adarnee H rr.er The `nal cake sales se: f A
Cheri:or.. Vermin R areas. Nevunteer 18 and 19 ,were
• Louse leaser. Bs:he Hates misse.d aural tee brsinese nieee-
Ona .Whetnelle•Pegee: Trene- real ing -Hugi. sod, wawa-win be
Meees S'ella Haley arid Fres:eat .n charge of .the cake- sales.
Whdnell. . R L. Coaner. Catias-ay County
Tolley...rig the pr gram. Ma-. Health Center, olv.vieti a film on
Coles and Mrs. He-an n Whante: , likkease' and ant Causes."
served cake and punch to the 13 Haireldeeflearn ,n. 'pfesident
local group. presided.members present.
WIGGI NS
FURNITURE - NEW - USED - ANTIQUE
A New Shipment Every Week
104 N. 4th St Telephone 1903
WIN&
* ENOS TONITE *
ner , ANITA EKBERG .
• IcTOR MATURE
rU ••ZARAK" . Color
Assommommommismess
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
... you're not seeing double! It's trurt.,
we do have.












a-a uf Fancy Farm. Mrs. Mc-
honey e reamed the verrship
pe gram aeth a spreual read- IA sitor baseneta meeeng .was
held- v.....1% Mrs .1 ihn "Slereat
presiding. Plane were. made for .
,..le soc.ey's annual Christmas
party to be held December 18
at the American Legien Hall.
Refreshments were serf ed by
ate nseteei, Mrs. James, to Faeh-
' Russea, Meenarries Alcitaney,
men, Snreat, Clarence Rh-
-cider. Robert Ruwan. R a y
-a.rii. William Null. John Br)ant,
e in Payne, John Reeig, Robert








Mrs. Emus Beale opened her
h.-me on. the C•xldwater Road
Th,Zay afearteun at .2110. to
Group I of !be Christian Wom-
en's Fallowenlp of the FIrst
Churele
Mrs. J. A. McCord, worship
cheirriatte and Mrs. 'Dave Hop-
kins led the group In study and
P
Mrs. L. M. Overbey conducted
toe busmees meeting and dige•
• cuesal-pierts far - the bazaar
be he.d in :he National Hotel
basement November 22 and 23.
Referainuen'ts were served to
toe g., up oy Mrs. Beale. hastess
and' nr.r. Arne 4-laie, co-huatess.• . •
Group II of Cir'F •
Christian Church
.1leets Tusday
Group 11 the Christian
men'e.Fellov.'aniti of the Fa-et
c'arietein Church met Tuesday
aterneen at 2:30 in the (Much
parlor.
Res-. 11.avard Nichols, pastor
•- ho enurch, spoke on "Race
RC-a:ions" and led in group dis-
elleSiGn.
Mrs. C. B. Fair. vice .chairman
7-f Group II. was In charge of
the boathes.s mecing. Plans for
the 'November 22 and 23 bazaar
were diacussed. The regular &m-
ire! riaeting .of the CWF was
aineemeed. 'to be November. 19,
pieluiet dinner, in the church
- ,cal The ...attest speaker
Will be 7f-Orn Hill. retired inis-J
eonary from India.
Re f reshm e at s we re served • tu
7he group by Mrs. Clyde Janes
and Mae Eugene Sc.,.t.t, hostes-
Tmee nit were Mes-
dames B.,nnie Hauston of Cali-
fornia. Effie Daiguice Ed Frank
Kirk. C. E. Breach, Marvin Ful-
a n. C. B. Fair. R. H. Robbins,
Ruby Farmer. Mise Lu:a




Mr. and Mrs. Ray C. Rodman,
Wivitita, Kansas, announce t h e
ceming marriage of their daugh-
ter. Marna Morton, h., Lt. James
G. Jordan, son of Mr. and Mrs.
M. 0. Jordan, Murray. The wed-,
ding will be- an event' of Decem-
ber 1 in the Benjamin Franklin
Chapel. in Mannhein. Germany.
111.es Morton was graduated
hr m the University of Kansas
and is affiliated with the Alpha
vehi Omega sorority. She. is with 
Stiecial Services division of the
Army in Mannhein, Germany.
Mr. Ji•rdan was graduated
from Murray State College, and
is affiliated with the Della Al-
pha fraternity. and Scabbard and
Blade, an honorary fraterniy. He






The Busine.--..s; Weenen's Circle.
..f the WMS of the First Baptist
Church held its regular meeting
at the home of Mrs. Graves
S!edd, Elan Street, Monday even-
rig. November 4, at 7:30.
Mrs. John Adams. chairman of
the group. opened the meeting
'with prayer and gave the davo-
tu,inal.
, An introduction of the. pro-
gram, "Missions in Three Coun-
tries - Seuth America, Africa,
and Chips," • was .rnade. by Mrs.
Adams. Others taking part in
the di,cus-,,,n on the program
-were Mrs. Robert S. Jones:. Mrs.
lather Dunn, and Miss Betty
A ,tort business m-_-e..ng was
held at the close of' the worship
program with Mrs. Adams pre-
siding. Re free/um:nes were served
by the heiress, Mrs. Slerid.
Mrs. George Upchurch closed
the rn„-ting yeah prayer.
THURSDAY - NOVEMBER 7, 1957
PERSONALS
_Mark Hutson is the name
chosen by 34. and Mrs. Robert
Ray BuclunAesn fur their son,
weaslang clam pounds and one
ounce, Dorn at the Murray Hos-
paal, October 31.
• • • •
A daughter, Nancy Ann, was
born -to Mr. and Mrs. Ernie
inumpeon frday, Neaernber 1 at
me Murray .tiospital. tette baby
welithea sex potmaa a n d two
ounces.





eui.e , are uie pace-me
, raulem U C,
we/lining 1 pounds d ,uunet-s,
ourn on na,uruay, erovenmer
at uti. Murray Hospital.
• • • •
A daughter, Deice Ann, was
born to air. EMUair.,. J ntes
niaingoen, muttay Amax a oil
Crahry,teuveinuer 1 at the mar-
t:ay nuepisei. gamy wearneu
ea.ea p...144.46. ILU 1.04.1144.024.
„
a...fig.-4 • 15.5005.5 , VA, t •41 I ••
a yr egr.....aaargagtall aaaaiaa, a a.,
'I' Oa ...d) •1.1,• Olt
.ati.; 44444.4 •l...4.0.404, flA.peieme
are arr. anal mr.. t•eari k.uter
f'1413 Main S.reet.
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. Barney Tabers
announce. the -birth of a a o n,
Jackie Don, kweighing 7 pounds
ten ounces, bkeen November 2 at
the Murray' Haspital.
• • • •
Mr. and Bars. James E. Adams,
Mier- HIgtiway, -attended funeral
services for Mr. Adams' uncle,
Jost. Rust. age 76. Friday. No-
vember 1 in Melber. Ke.
• • • • •
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Crass
Jr.. entertained in their heme
Thursday. October 31 with a
chili simper and bridge party.
The guest list included Mews
and Mesdames Bennie Simmons,
0. B. Boone Jr., Gene Landuit




Mrs. William Pegue opened
her home for the meeting of the
Cora Graves Circle -9of the Wam .
an's Association of the College
Presbyterian Church M ond a y
evening. November 4 at 7:30.
Mrs. Alfred Lindsey, chairman
of the group, opened the meet-
ing with grayer. Mrs'. Edwin
Laweion gave the bible study on
the theme _"By What Means"
-limn a book on "Jesus Teachings
on Citizenship." The program,
"Conversations on Christ" w a sW
discussed by Miss Dorothy Den- .
rain.
Following the program, a there
business meeting was. held with
Mrs. Lindsey presiding.
During the social hour, re-
freshments were served to the
group by Mrs. Pogue, hostess.




NEW YORK RP - Molasses
cookies are an alletiene favorite
in iciticeal lunch pares. Here they
are, done with a different flavor.
with the addition of prunes.
To m...ke. -you will use sa cup
of cooked prunes; 1,2 cup short- ea
entrIgt 1'4 cue) sugar; 13 cup of
light molasses; 21,2 cups sifted
all-7 rse flour; e• teaspoon of
ging ion of salt; Va tea-
55)11U ouda; and ti cup of
water. •
Remove the pits from t h e
prunes and chop. Cream legeth-
er the shortening, sugar and mo-
lasses. Sift the flour with ginger,
salt and elide. Sear into t h e
creamed mixture alternately with
water. Stir in the prunes, and
chap the mixture by teaspoonfuls
onto a greased cooky sheet. Bake
in a moderately hot oven (375




Mrs. Rater. Harr :he
man's .S..c.ea. of tn.. Chms-
.n Serf ae at. es lunchean
. et/ Ina art the rout-rational ourra.
the First Me.neuee Church
,uereaay morning at 10:43. er
was Se uuent Work." Sne
'presented the Alece Wa.ers
.rt.e. one ,,f :he nine gr ems
7 society.
Mrs. Ben Gegen led :n the
aaasnip and medeallan.
sp.ratual escel •eleceon was
;eta rrted by Miss Mary Greg-
.ry. -a Murray Sara. College
a •• • •
Mrs. J. E. Crese, Wesley Faun-
mite n eitrecea, discussed the
Martamee. udent werric in Mur-
ray ,iind at the eelitete.
Mr.. ..!..nn Winters presided
ver the bus.ness meeting in the
,risence of M.tss Mattie 'arms-
eat, unairman of tile egroup. The
\ace Waters Circle announced
3 wee ef freer mina:age' aile




M..- J•ihn K• a i her
n manna:: Sa
; at tie_r nattit SUn kiln
'liaise present were: Mr. and
..Its. ktarry rsey and. critiurin.
.; ie.,. Jerry are. Gary; Mr. enc.
are. B. el. Winon, Mr. and Mrs.
ibis Leeman and son, jib,
• 'thisori, Mr. and Mrs. Max
anermain, Mr. arid Mr... Jess •
stnethermen, Mr .‘,rrri Mre ktiche
re Wistaria': Mt.. anal Mile thiff
a 'nes and eon. Denns, Mr. Rat.-
- it Key. Mrs. lex'"rvei'Mcillarreirie"






THE NEW Fmackiwrs ixma F41111,M...111SRINGIIING1 YOU -
QLLDm ability...THE NEW WAN, aounsca Fxl-ACES IN THE ROCKET iacae
IFC0 Ft 195ts
coLcosmc)•31 L EcF EATES;
NEWCLASS COP' CA Fta
la•w, amt.* affiglent ltatIt•t
1.0.• q,, you 0.,•sto.ding
e. Ite,,,,,a431•!•
wients in corburetion ofter




Se4vell 04 yO.Fr f•qL 'Of elflf
bus olso I,.unkstSoill and load
at a I.ghtweigtit, 16d-hour bat-
'err powerisd, transistor pct-t..
Dual-anni• Pew•r 11•4•1•r•
delivers the •sact amount of blot
or 14i40fildt;00 esactly whore and
wtsen., you want it. You pust.




..Ight•drIvIng safety, ••dloc• glar•.
15,40igor4„e h..a.sgt
.10:_aseir stert
rerwasne 1001eli T,n0I 11111 111•11•11/0.100111 TIMMS ROIlla INTO HIGHWAYS OF .1.100Tr•NI,5
In the 195b Oldsmobile you'll moot everything you've mer earlier!
in a motorear-oupdanding styling; smart, tasteful de.ign; delightful new
features; alert new Rocket Engine performance; mpreme eomfort; daring
new colors and (Airier.. And mare important of all, you•ll find real dawn-ff.
earth operating eninforny!, As meter before, Illdsinobile for '58 gives equ true
loige'ar eize.jagaar comfort and handling, big-car irmartness-rombisied,ith
budget-ear thrift. thee enu Rineket•Test the '58 Olds. you'll know for sure,
that from its safer Fomellearn Headlamp. to iteesparklitig Blade.-
it's the biggest value in elblahnliile's 60-year history! *Optimal ot• Ire* led.
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inte "By What Means"
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le with a different flavor
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MONDAY — OCTOBER 2S, 1957
RINGLEADER SURRENDERS—Edwin Thomas (left), a ringleader
in the revolt of Eastern State Mental hospital inmates at Medi-
cal Lake, Wash.; talks to Guard Jess Templeman (right) after
prisoners released 36 hostage guards. The rebels, some crimin.,






United Press Science Editor
NEW YORK in — A scientist
has demonstrated that baby mice
can • be protected from sicken-
ing bacterial infections by vac-
cinating their mother 'before they
are born.
Other scientists have succeed-
ed in getting the cut ends of
cat nerve cords to unite again.
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say po.siviely at this moment,
but if they don't others will.
Dr, I. A. Parfentjev. Micro-
biologist of Yale University, is
the baby mouse experimenter.
He has "a complex protein"
which he devised in the chemi-
cal ferment of baker's and brew-
er's yeasts.- It seems to catch
hold in the body chemistry of
mice and to stay there and
act as .a protective antibiotic
against any sickening bacteria
that come along.
Inject "Complex Protein"
This "complex protein" he in-
ieeted into prospective mouse
mothers. When the prospect was
fulfilled, the babies were in-
jected with proteus bacteria.
These proteus microorganisms are
responsible for a number of -sick-
health - preserving wonders-of-
tomorrow which are in the works Real Culprit la(so to speak) in scientific labora-
tories. Whether these particular
two will pan out for human
beings is something no one can
PEACE ON THIS PART OF EARTH—The UN. the Soviet and various others may be In a stew over"possibility of along the Turkish-Syria border, but ties part of the border looks peacefulenough. You're on the Turkish side, looking into Syria. Guards are Turk. Beyond, a family walks
borderwazd. and a truckload of what appears to be sacks of grain Is moving. (international)
mean
Hidden Dirt
CHICAGO —AB-- The average
six-room house in a metropoli-
tan area collects 108 pounds of
dirt per year, a study shows.
Aknost 53 tons of dirt fell per
month on every square mile of
Chicako during 1956. And resi-
dents of Los Angeles, New York
and other onajor cities were
bombarded by similar amounts
These statistics were compiled
,by Servicemaster, a national
home furniathings care organiza-
tion detileated to cleanliness.
Suburoan and small town
dSwellers don't have it as bad as
citizens of big cities, but the
dustfall even in rural areas is
eorrsiderable, the study showed. •
ServiCemaster said the - Ameri-
can public spends more than two
billion dollars annually in clean-
ing and repair bills, to say noth-
ing of The expenditire of elbow
grease.
The real villain isn't the duet
that shows up plainly on polished
table tops. It the "atmospheric
soil" that lodges in carpets, up-
holstered furniture and draperies,
the .company mid.
"Atin..spticric soil" means the
oily film from cooking, heating,
industrial waste, automobile ex-
haust and othe rsources.
Carpets should be kept free Of
fiber-cutting grit by yacuuming
the entire carpet twice a week,
Servicemaster said, and by vac-
uuming Traffic areas daily.
—_- •  
gior Au lt. Svisef .Corps
wilt, the sod otto,ity of Body'ky







Bet Air .I-Dnor Sedan
showing•new dual keodrighn.
.1Iere's the hipcest, boldest more any
car erer made. Ilere's new length.
width and lowness. a radical new I 1:—
a wonder-working Fall Coil suspension,
a real air ride. forili:rial stew lardy-frame
designi See Cherrolel t •!
Talk about news; that's all Chevrolet is for
'5S 'sliding with its long, low lines
and new gull-wine rear fenders!
There's an alT:new. engine, the 289-h.p.
Super Ttlrho-Thrust V8 . so new it even
• looks different. Combine. •a with 1 urGo-
0011.1•410•1006•6. .1••••• lisphy Ohio lama






glitle•, and you'll boss the quickest,
smoothest combination on the road.
There's news in Chevrolet's two . new
rides—a Full Coil suspension and a real
air ride*! These brilliant advances out-
date, out-cushion anything you've known
in the low-price field. Chevrolet's body-
frame design is new, and the wheelbase is
longer. for a wonderful new handling feel.
For an extra helping of pleasure, see
Chevrolet's new luxury models, the Bel
Air Impala Sport•Coupe and Convertible.
Stop by your Chevrolet dealer's soon-.





ACP' See Your Local Authorized Cherrolet Dealer
s..fst.X.traterneeessarz..,--a_- -oorw.c








nesses, including the sometimes
killing diarrhea pf infants.
The mouse babies were "re-
sistant"- to proteus bacteria. The
babies pf untreated mouse moth-
ers were not. Furthermore, Par-
fentjev demonstrated that the
protective influence of the "com-
plex protein" was not trans-
mitted through mother's milk.
He did that by injecting nurs-
ing mothers who had not been
Injected before the babies were
born. These babies were not pro-
tected.
The question remains, then, as
-
•a**. a a.
to precisely how the chemistry
of mother and unborn babies
inlerlocked in tho very last
stages of pregnancy, and based
synthetic maternal protection
along to offspring. Partentjev
had shown previously that the
"complex protein" protected mice
against proteus for at least one
month after injection. He has
much work still to do, of course,
before he'll be ready to see
if what works in mice works
in people.
Nerve Cord Experiment
The cat's nerve cord scientists
were James B. Campbell, C.
Andrew Is. Bassett, Jakob Husby
and Charles R. Noback of Co-
lumbia University's College of
Physicians and Surgeons. They
cut the spinal cords of cats.
Then they held the two ends
together with a loop stitch and
enclosed them in plastic tubing
with extremely minute pores.
Thiry days later the two ends
were united again, "by a firm
bridge of tissue."
The question here was wheth-
er nerve impulses could cross
PAGE FIVE
PAGE FIVE
Vie "bridge" and so restore
nervous activity to the cats. The
scientists 'tentatively postulated"
that the nerve cells both in
the center of the cord and along
the sides had been "induced to
regenerate in an orderly fashion
as the result of the scaffolding
provided by the tube."
All the scientists were re-
porting in a technical journal of
















Sliced Bacon Cu:: 53 )AllLb C _ Good

















Ocean Fish (",`97) Lb 104 Spanish Mackerel i.b. 394


















Chicken or Turkey En'
Dinner 





Cherries So"Pitted  
Pie Apples Sliced  
Comstock 2
Pie Crust  
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1" Cat Food °°'' 6 'Clar:: 65
°Worth 12 Oz. 29984 Choc. Drops More Box
794 Facial Tissue ',I:0.'2 Pkg.- 39°Count
254 Waldorf ToiletTissue ..... 6 49°
Roll
Peak
Salad Dressing,. Off J ar 39° Tuna Chunk My,* •••••••••••• ire casi—Alr
Ann Page QL Sultana 61/44/11
Northern TT:e:. 4 Rolls_ 370
Northern Towels 2 Pk"' 37c






All Detergent ( De I)10224
Spry .Short1ning(7 )3::.,890
Lux Liauid 39E 2-a°":. 690
Rinso Blue 330 Gi:n.t
 77
Wisk Liquid' 38c 32z: 69f








Lemon Pie ( REQ. 4541









PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU SAT.. NOV.9













trap and finally :
hall. made He green.
a, I was about te put ,. ..
gelleoeti over
the: edge id' the green ere' ;
off etiolen the fairway te
cept a tank which nimble
sight from the direction. /
second green.
"Colonel so and so." .•.•1
casually. %Really !eves I
y'knew. but doesn't URI.' a
for golf."
Right about. there   c
had company. The ono:
I 'hadn't seen after sue
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It's Time For That Winter Change Over!.
AND DON'T BE CAUGHT •WITH YOUR BATTERY DOWN •
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ger /II Times Sports Page
First In Local Sports, News
MexicoDown Gu:vs Are
As Idol Loses In TIe NBA
In Big Fight
letS A.Nei.EleLS P- ,
worldts bantamwe.ght •.
terribly worth -snore then esse '
before in hisory. headed for -
France today. firmly placed in
the brow of Alphense Halimi.
a pleasant-faced little French-
Algerian. •
Helamts a-preefight-oundeftlog, '
'-vit the. PlitIsteass•osl ert oto Wito
I
nseday night when he w n
sçiLt decesiuh from Raul. lilac:as
of Mexico and spoiled a R man
handay for seen .20,000 Meseeleun
.3: Wrigley Field.






defeated B • Raiders- of "31:Cid1e
Tennessee State College A nit
the read for the third straight
week as they jeurney to Murray.
Kentucky. fie their fourth Ohio
Valley Conference game ;if the
seasen with the State
Thoroughbreds.
With the Raiders tied with
NEW YORK r — If you're
;king for new names in the
Nets/nal Basketball Aasociation
•. ring races, forget it. because
same "old guys" are doing
"44:4. ' • . ness at the same old stand
tiS 
.:1 his expenses. witich tota:so 
season.
:12-mi el. • ie fr..41CS.
Macsas, alrea1 wee:thy 121117. Bea Pettit of the se Louis
11-me same bine mere - ha: ii.feks. Pt-ph Schayes of the
530.000. awaiting final countins- S race,: Nationals. all Sher-
en a ga t e of averse:me:el'. man of the Boston Celtics and
$200.000, plus nional-teleVised George Yardley of the Detroit
resopts. Pistons hold down the top four _t 
If, the tyre etteuld -meet -allies peettInties In The—filift--• WeekTY1
the gate eresettea- would be sem: - NBA scoring statistics. And not
wtrat less. but they p!aeseibls far ', behind them are such ,Old
Zees(' draw betstee thin s100.00 favorite as Neil Johnston • of
en Paris. 
• k 
:he Philadelphia Warriors and
' • 'Slater Martin and Easy Ed Ma-
As for: the fiSht itself; cauley of the Hawks.
("ILO be  rated as a ,thriller• Pett has scored ,131 preints
Ride Dedicate
• CAMDEN, N. J. ir — T
-dream race" of the year .
turning into a nightmare for tee
owners .of Dedicate and R. end
I Table.
I Mrs. Jan Burke of New York,
their arch rival. Tennessee Tech owner of Dedicate. learned Mon- of golf these daYs is to (1) either
for the- conference lead. the Big : day night that Willie Harack gee sick or injured: or (2) beer-
-Blue -win—be- ent--tre----speet Ilitri-w411--be-isealsie-toorlde -her -horse- vow a -set --of clubs.
Raters hemecoming"aetis ities. in the $75.000 added' Trenton Al Balding. the Canadian. pre
It was water water everywhere Handicap at Garden State Park who isn't bald ,at all, but has ,
but not a drop to drink as the Saturday.. .a beautiful head of wavy hair.
'Middle Tennessee' State Blue Har ack, the nelion's leading proved it again' Thursday when
Raiders lack t5 have been too jockey the last 'ie.() years, is he 'shaved • tight ...strokes from
late, but the steady cracking eliinfnittsld ride Cal um et par on a rain-soaked course
tie.• -the - *Middle -Lhaly- -opened Ferris% A-Glitter in The Selima ttn gain the hart-way 'lead in
the gate. , Stakes at Laurel this weekend. the 120.000 San Die•go Open.
After a wereless. first half • "That's a real blow for us," , Balding, one of Canada's top
which was highlighted by a ea Mrs. Burke odd the United Press 'experts in the golfing world
yard drive that was stopped on in New York when informed (now playing out of Miami
the 25. the Raiders began to that Harack was 11W free to kteach, Fla.) shot a 64 to go
come alive to take the Governors pilot Dedicate. She declined to 41-ith an opening round of 67 for
state whether Dedicate would a 131 total — 13 under par for
be withdraon from the race, 36 toles.
but a stable spokesman-cenceded - Gave Clubs A-way
such a move -was very possible." i "It was. 'the best round I've
.1-11-if.• began :to send them wide
Lasu•artsuvrrberpriste.
sparked by halfback Ray Puf- deeided to string . aleng with 1 game. /And it is surprising. I
via. After three or four tries Gallant Man in the . Trentoh, 'played! in t hose international
up the middle. Pun is knifed -leaving Round Table without a matches - in Tokyo last week
self .. tackle for 8 yards and a rider. Willie Metier, swat trains and after 'we were finished. 1
bard line. Helium sneaked for ily on Shoemaker ands-new may sersicernen there.
wore.
guard Harold Greer intercepted terrific horee.race and one that pleasant gentleman front El Pasts
e;• the Raidersd rove 43, yards
f e their first Were. that was Meanwhile, Willie Shoemaker / ever played:" said Al after his
firstdown an the Gevernor's 15 Round Table.--vs-ass-taating heev-- gave all my irons -away to U.S.
ed. out 19 Purvis. who waded Willie Harmatz — if they. ate a local club member and I sever
one and on the next play pitch- switch to either. linsr Erb or -So I borrowed a set from
the remaining 14 yards. for -the available this weekend.
Bob Helium, in the second
Early' in the heir if quarter, the • Trenton. shapes up` as a stores were Fred Hawkins, eh,-
-Even -if Dedicate is withdrawn, In second place. tied ,aftith 133
'4 hit better iron shots in my life"
Arents pass and should at least deed; o e three.-sTex.. and  Arnold ..Pailner, La-'ter. swam the vernor tacklers year . old champloi, Ilm.1 trebe. Pa. Hawkins' ' hot putter
for ,.:12; yards and a seuchdown Table. Galalnt Man arid ., Bold
as the Raiders out Fplashed Ruler are all considered strong
Austin Pray 14 to 0_ _____ • . challengers for the erewn.
LETS TALK
BASKETBALL
By lames Lee Harmon
-Kirksey Eagles tall I uestlav
L
There, were no knackdowle. and through his team's first 'five
riOt ..rice was "he it the- boellers games to lead in • total points,
tort in any %yea- Mali/nit Litht",but Yardley, who has scored
.ng eut .A a crouch, kept .boring 1112 in four- games, has the top
.r. and slamming hard lefts to averege. 211 Schayes, the Nets'
tee is ese and ears, then lowering scoring leader almost every see-
n.), eights- to the mid-drift.- son, has netted 116 in five
Tre- Frenchman was . landing gamee. Sharman his 114 in five
sn ei see ,f •hre te.-,A-s ti ene and sophomore Bill Russell of
t Ms. • ;the Celtics has -07 in five. games.
Get Sick Or Injured
Or Borrow Clubs To
Play Good Golf
By HAL WOOD
United Orris Sports Writer
SAN DIEGO. Calif. — The
best way to shoot a good round
Best In The County and City First In UP Sports News





Lack Of Depth Blamed For M.S.C. Los
Murray Coach Jirq Cullivan
blamed a lack of depth for
Murray- State's 27-20 loss to
Arkansas State last Saturday.
"We just weren't deep enough
in experienced personnel t o
maintain the pace' that we set
in jumping into that early 13-0
lead," he said..
The non-conference loss drop-
ped the Racers' season mark
to 2-4. In OVC play, Cullivan's
squad holds a 1-2 standing.
fourth best in the conference.
Arkansas. State upped its mark
to 4-2.
The Racers have three games
left,sone of _them. a..-npie-cernfeir-
ence go. Strong Middle Tennessee
State, 'Evansville COIleges and.,
Wettern remain on the schedocel
After taking a 13-0 first quar-
ter lead against Arkansas, Mur-
ray weakened both offensively
and defen_sively and the Indians
stormed from behind to take
a 14-13 halftime lead. Two more
TD's in the final half sent the
Racers far behind. A last quar-
ter drive by a team consisting
mostly of freshman brought the
!lacers close, yet far away, at
27-20.
"Our boys played their usual
hard game:, but tackling in the
secondary was weak. Usually
when' an Arkansas State buck
got past the line, he either made
a large gain or a TD," said
Cullivan. .
Murray State players drawing
individual praise were Center
Bill Taylor. Guard Jimmy Chap-
man. and Halfbacks Dick Stout
and- Don Johnson. Taylor and
chapman moved info the starting
lineup after first-strngers failed
to meet the call and displayed
good all-around line play, both
offensively and defensively.
Johnson showed imprevement
elver ' previous weeks, and a
timely pass interception t:;y Stout
and hard running in the final
quarter were' pointed out by
1 3lueray's head mentor. Johnson
scored ,one of the Racers'
a 16-yard pass from Quarter-





Jim Cullivan's freshman year a* head 'conch was very—
satisfactork — six wins and four losses. This year the
-record will not be as good but in many ways Jim and his
staff are doing a better job. They have been striving to
recover from the loss of seyeral front line-.men, the loss
of which would wreck a university squad.
Since Homecoming Grads may not know about these losses
suppose we make a brief_review — Al Giordano, all OVC
for two years, as well as Williamson System, All-Ameri-
can for two years, was declared inehrible by the NCAA
because he had played professional baseball before com-
ing to Murray. John Daniels, big, rough tackle, dropped
JIM CULLIVAN out because of financial difficulties• Dave Bottos All OVC
fullback, was suspended from School; Marlin Henley,
— Head 'Conch • — -first string guard, dropped oirir; -Jim MDT, aniFt1C6r very
good guard, moved to California with his family; Phil Chesser, All OVC center, joined
the Army; Tony Beale, did not return to sc hool because of financial troubles And Dick
Utley, our fastest half, decided to quit.
This is not an alibi, but a statement of facts. In all fairness, we should realize" that
Coach Cullivan and his staff faced a tremendous task. They have made- steady pro-
gress and should be given credit for tile good job they ,are
BILL FURGERSON
Assistant
Interception aet__ the stage 
the fourth quarter touchdown.
Leading Murray State's first
quarter marches Was Stripling,
all-OVC qaarterback last season.
His 46-yard pass to Halfback
Jim -Lance, carried to the two,.




0a11106 Ant AP* WI.
By OSCAR FRALEY
lin,ted Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK — Fraley's
Follies and the weekend football
"winners" — along with a few
recollections on around tie: world
in 80 hours.
Game of the Week
Navy over Duke — The Mid-
dies are rolling in high gear
'.ohat-sti glue Devele-beve been
!sputtering of late. The Navy
on the last three holes tanked .attask plus a good defense should
putts of 14', 20 and 20 feet and le--
kept him in the -running. Palm- ; 
A in, barringThae" letdown.
er had a real het round of Holy Cross over Syracuse —
of bounds.. 165 !juice.
including a' ball knocked out ,So the Orange can give n-.e more
1" Others At Per I Army over Utah — Jimmy
i At 135 were .Masters eharn- inemere, sawed 'em- signing auto-
pion .Doug Ford Or irbilhopar, graphs in Japanese.
N.Y.: Billy Casper. a home- Dartmouth eve•r Columbia —
totem hero; Don. Whitaie slender !Sam Snead made me ,sorry I
young pro teem Alameda, Chid., ; play gin rummy.
and Charles Sifford. the Negro Princeton over Harvard — But
champien from Philadelphia. Pa. pea Smith made me .Wish for
The 136 sheet maker', ,included 1 a slow boat.
-long-hitting George Baiter. Dal-
las, Tex.: Mike Fetchic.k, Yon-
kers, N.Y.; Bob Iteburg. Napa,
Calif.: Dow Finsterwald. Tequ- ton. U., and Colgate over Buck-
• • 1 r 1 
• esta, Fla_ and 'Dale Andrews:so'
The, South •t'Pittaburgh. Pa.
Following the 18 holes today, Alabama over Tulane — The
• 
. lihere will _Pe an 18.-hole pro- Cererniee -rap those whn use
Also: Brown over Cornell, Yale
over Penn, Pitt over West Vir-
ginia. Reston College over Bos-
To rofton chool 61-37 -  
• h s celebrity °Mairhkment Saturday
I that- deten t count in the stand Mississippi over LSU — The
rip. The final 18 holes 
will be reds claim it's degrading.
!. layed en Sunday.
The •K trissey High Eogies„ were only 15 . fes el stuaLS.A__Pf Z2  sfseul • ..
&dewed -by host Croft-en- 44-ibile sestets -and remenittel..1.0. peisoiigl 1 ' - ' ;-- ---- 'e --- :nd ..WHATEVER HAPPENED TO...
Seneol,s64-37. Tuesday night. feuls. It was the -Eagles sem LEFTY ,CeRtIVE •
Crofton teok the tip and mew- defeat - against one victory. . 7
ed inte a quick eight point lead Four Crofton ' players scored
that lean& the Eaele; dangling in the double numbers led by ,- • By United Press
on . the short end of e 10,3 Sugg with 18. Gary Key scerecq Robert (Moses) (Lefty) Grove
first period score. The fleet team Is....,p,,ints :for the top Eagle parlayed at atrong left „Arm, an
s enlarged their maIgin of safety eeefiaii.e• aturt. Tee •Kirksey 13 alinost reafddess fast ball and
In. the second quarter and .avere -team won fey a, score ef 35-34.. durability into exactly 30(I Arne-.
out front 24-13 at halftime. The Crofton ' , III 24 42 84 ' resin League victories in 17
iecend half' followed the trend Kirks:al • . 3 13 22 37 -seasons viith the Philadelphia
, Crofton 1-114 i - 1Athletics and Stolen 'Red SOX.' fig first tavo quarters -• as .
\Cso to- steadily increased 1. Or Ladd 13. Siamese. 8. Wilson IBC was a 20-game winner seven
lead . over the visiting Ease es 12. FUller 11, 'Stagg le, Eleroseng se/tight years, .and was voted
to ,a 4-37 victory. 2. -irito. the' baseball. 11-aii of Fame.
The Crofton men. connected . .leirksey , (17) .. Whatever happened 'to- ,Lefty
on 24 .fieldegeals, 16-of 2etfrefm Fsdwards 5, .1.orree t), Fteetier 1e:tires:et, 'Tuday, at 57, he -is chief
the charity-, lane and .cominitted -Iffetitell I, Adams- 2,,'G..Key 10, of -poliee• in his' home town of





Auburn over Mississippi Stale
—But they don't give the boys
free rice.
Maryland over Clemson — And
the natives are the biggest rid-
er,.
Also: Tennessee over Georgia
Teeh, Kentucky over Vanderbilt,
-",-Floritta over Georgia. VP1 over-
' Make Wrest, North Carolina
lover South Carolina, N or t.h
1Carolina State over WeeM, and
1Miami over Florida State_e s -
The Southwest -*
1 Arkansas-over Rice — Bang-
, ku is a sardine fisherman's
paradise. ,
!, Texas Armies' over SMU —
.1
 They're up to their gutters in
canals. •




lately fishes, for anything edible.
Oklahoma State over Wyom-
ing — It's fishing, strictly from
hunger.
Also: Texas Tech over Tulsa.
Tempe over Texas Western and
Hardin-Simmons over Arizona.
The Midwest
Michigan State over Notre
Dame. -- Romees Circus Maximus
would make a great race track.
loss-a over Minnesota — That's
where Ben Hur swung low his
chariot.
Ohio State over Purdue — The
...Colosseum looks like a Jpidget
Franklin Field.
Michigan over Illinbis — And
I swear you can still smell the
Lions.
Also: Oklateena over Missouri,
Wisconsin oven',Northwestern. In-
diana over Cincinnati. Nebraska
over Iowa State, Penn State
foyer Marquette, --Keensas over
Kansas State and Detroit • over
Villanova.
- The West
Oregon over Washington. —
Drivers never rant in Japan.
Oregon State over California
—They admire the rival who
"bluffs" 'em cclsfully..
Stanford over Southern .Cal.—
Rome's drivers are the most
voluble.
UCLA over Washington State
—But New York cab drivers
still scare me most of all.
Also: Brigham Young over
Fresno State, Colorado over Col-
orado State, Denver over Air
Force Academy and Idaho over
Utah State, et - se-
SCORE -REEKS VOTE
CLEVELAND' tift -- Pitcher
Herb Score and Cleveland In-
dian publieity director Nate Wale
lack changed- ' roles Wednesday
when the strikeout king showed
up at )a suburban University
Heights precinct with a. sign
reading,, "Now pitching for -Wal-
lack — Herb Score." Wallack







rammed over for the Racers'
first score. He also made the
scoring heave to Johnson.
This week the Thoroughbreds
settle down for Saturday's Home-
coming, battle with Middle Ten-
nessee.. The Tennessee • T e e
(both teams 3-0). is a strung
BEN CHAMNESS
Assistant
_favorite _to capture ils fourth_
OVC victory and remain un-
beaten.
Sneaking of the Raiders. Culli-
van said, "They undoubtedly
have a yreat team, in fact three
of them. They have only two
fresh eri a varVitv if 41
•
iThe Ilaidene. have .a. ettp 
"II" squad). Our sceuting r.
reveal no "weakees.es: for
Pry upon."
emelt/ the assets ef'th.
er squad are fire. defenses.
runners. r.)a passers; itots 1
ere and plenty et Sire.
Golf Not Sissy At Royal Ilong.Kong Golf C
By OSCAR FRALEY
United Prose Sports Writer
HONG KONG fift — The. guy
who claimed that golf was a
sissy game never played at the.
Royal Hong Kong Golf Club.
• This may explain why a hand-
some moustached man named
Kim Hall is colony champion
for the second straight year.
Because Kim was shot up and
down over Trieste and he long
ago learned that fear) is a no-
time thing.
As for Old Fearless, you may
new refer to me as Old Fear-
ful.
hadn't ..ei us yin, s-our bail pi; I:.
ably would have made 'ping'
is hen it hit one of "he ft hi
nets."
I hurried forward to cite lesuee
to the "bushes" but the -melted
Into a glade oi trees aett I saw
they had screened a s. and:
And there, so help res, was
the ball — with a cobra f•i!.
on it like a k-en hatelene Art_
egg, _
-You get a free lift in a ease
like this." said Kim. "Chile thing
is you have to lift the snake
first."
• Tank Rolls
Because  _this Is recourse wiser. telexing te woe
leopards; cobras, tigers, bamboo less dribble it
sankes, guerrilla warfare, cam- --
uoflaged soldiers, rumbling tanks
and gene:ping horses are no
more rare than double bogeys
on the Farley scorecard. _.
"Don't be surprised if we sec
a leopard," Kim said casually
as he sent a tee shot whistling
t r a ight down the middle.
"There's supposed „to be one
loose around here tight now.
Down from South China moun-
taires y'know." •






"You have to be straight here,"
he replied. "Lots of snakes ip
the rough s'Icnole.-
I hadn't known-. I hit a sMul-
ligFainna'lly on the fairway I saw
my ball laying atop a srnal
hole and suggested, that lire:
winter rules I should .be- able
to move it.
"By all means," Kim said.
"But do it carefully. That's a
bamboo snake hole aril if brik.
of those nips you you re gone
in three hour% y'know."
I didn't knows Pint I was
Serest gone right then — back
to the ehibhouse.
Up ahead it looked as if t.
tses a small c.emp sf
soeening the green. Ma lee:
approach shot made stra,p)-
the bushes — but tee hu .1
moved aside. I rubbed ttY
"Yes, they moved," K esi•s les
led. -"It's •tro P; el'; I -
outlage wear. They do that *1





























































































































l'he_ Raifiel, _hate .4 ..‘
"R" squilcli. Our scouting_ s,
reveal no 'weakness ea for
pry upon.-
Among the assets nettle
er squad are fine defenses.
runners. rood Passer-4: illtee
ere. and plenty of size.
Kong Golf C
trap and finally playing
ball . made hte green. nee
as I was about 1,  put.,
galleorel over a rise down
tilt; edge of thr• green mei
off eelestisn the fairway to
ce•pt a tank which rumba
sight hem the direetien.
second green.
"Colonel so and so,"
%Rea I ly loves




I 'hadn't seen Mee , tie
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LEDGER & TINFS - MURRAY, RENTUCRI
4t.,* '41-r1,1W
ter erre day, minimum of 17 weeds fey We Sc par wend for three days. Clausal*d see
4.
re payable. Is •dvanota
FOR SALE
AUTO INeUstANCE. reasonable
rates, no Membership involved.
Wilson Insurance. Mam
# Phone 321. TFC
200 ACRE butturn arm. Fair
improvements, on main highway.
Selling for division, only $13,000.
40 ACRES of good unimproved
Land for only $1500, - •
24 ACRES, fair 4 room house,
about 6 miles east of Murray.
Only $1500.
Good, modern •2 bedroom home,
ma garage, large lot, electric heast,
1r near Carter Scnool. Immediate
poseesszon. A bargain. Loan
transferable.
GOOD 2 bedroom home, paved
street, gaud location, near school,
and grocery. $1250 down, pay-
ments $25 per month. See this
one.
Galloway Ins. & 'Real Estate
Phone 1062 }Lime 151-M
N7C
KIRBY SWEEPER in good con-
dition with ad attachments, plus
floor polisher. Mrs. Baxter BB-
brey. Phone 41. - N7C
EXTRA NICE new brick homes
in a new well restricted sub-
division. Two large bedrooms,
large living room with dining
area, extra large family room
with fire place, large number of
built in beet shelves, desk and
cabinet, large kitchen with lots



















































Answer to Yesterday's P.
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mom, car port with storage, - .4-44..mi.1•111.1114
plastered throughout, on lot 100x . SERVICES OFFERED
180 ft. A real buy.
RICE three bedro im frame house
on South 12th a: 403, will be
vacant the 141- Has $6500 YHA-
loan at 4 WI interest, monthly
payments $49.60' plus taxes and
Insurance. Owner will 'transfer
lean. This house is only 5 years
old. Has nice hardwood floors
throughout, insulated, car port.
Full price $9500.
A NICE 2 bedroom frame house
on Ryan Avenue. Sewing room,
living room, large kitchen, large
utility and a garage. A real buy
at $6850.
NICE TWO bedroom frame house
an highway 121,.ataout two miles
East of Murray, 84 ft. road front-
age, strickiy modern in every
way. A very nice house on an
exceptionally good let for only
$6500.
Baucum Real Estate Agency
Phone 48. Hoyt Roberts phone
1447 and Bid Hall phone 453
N7C
• 
OEAD STOCK removed free.
Radio dispatched  trucks. Dunedin
Tankage- Co. Prompt servlei 7-
days a week. Call long distance
collect, Mayfteld 4331-Union Cite
'305.
LOOK! Ten Alum storni
dotes veith Alum screen and oaa
cicala $189 installed. We also
nave the triple track. No dews"
psement:- lip to 36 munthsatto
pay. Home Comfort Co., 18th and
Main St. Phua 1303 NC
CAR OWNERS. Effeetive Sept.
25, we are providing family au-
tomobile inserance protection at
below normal rates. Purdotn
and Thurman Insurance Agency,
401 liespee. Street, suuth Ude of
court square, plume 842 or 847,
Murray,,Ky. TIC
- 
  I WILL DO wasiterag and ironing
HOT TAMALES. tery•-ce Bumpis, in my home. Satisfacum
So. 2nd fie, aceasea Leen_ Telraeue.e.e re‘e. Iteeeereaola rates.
Bulk-Plant. Phone 16.59-W atter ' 1723. ,
5:00 p.m. N7C _
•
  r NOCUSHMAN Meter Scooters. Place
yaur orders renv. Excellent
Ohre:ernes gifts. See M. C. Rich- S
ardeure or call 74. Murray. N9C
an
I HAVE several gaud used wash-
ing machines pr far quick
sale. See M. G. Richardeone 407
Rich:edam.. 407 Seu:h 8:11 St., 
or ptitine 74 N9C
FT10N 'SALE
SAT., NOV. 9, 1:00 p.m. rain or
shine at Teremy home
a black top 2 miles south of
New Hope church on New Priiv-
eence highway. Will sell young
ittaey cow and calf, a 3 year
. ld Jersey. freshen Dec. 2, 109
/ bales of first class red top hay,
Kolvinator refrigerator, spotless
safe with glass doors, bedstead,
springs, 3 mattresses, wash stand,
2 deeeesers, 4 rugs (2 12x16), over
100 year old wooden peg chest,
prat:tau:Illy new feather beds,
dining table, dish cabinet, waste
kettle, chairs, alst Lingle and
double plows, coon foot, two &-
ste .rn..Nes, one row drill fertilizer
eteachment, John Deer cutter:ger;
extra good state cuner and small
tools, large wheat box and bare


















CLEAN COTTON :RAGS. No
belts, buttons or _Appe
Ledger & Time,.Pfilere7331.11".
Wipstera (IA N
pets 141.2 Wa lArr Fr th• sou.1 Tr.th I ..h.'.1
by The Macau/Um Co. Distributed by /Lac lfealtwea Syads.ate.
t"••" •-onrr 14
I W..' A Le of ther 
mint end rat dorm in the
0:-.1r ,nrs r.s,1 laten in. I said.
":.1-tt. you're drunk...
. "1 &net no met thing." Colo.'
Pan pied hotly 'Tins here hombre
,Fourided on the front doot while
'ft was derlieen the insole of a
t. l!'^ I lit a lamp and 10116keil
at the clock yonder. Five after
fov r "
.•• e right." Mrs. enlohen
tr,!4. "1.s, woee the baby up" I
Jora-s t. &c a' pipe out of his
pce Ansi began to fill it. He'
• t -'T i:iinno why you've
ro to host in here and start
• ,' • rar to der.th I didn't do
re; . • to veer psi. I waited WI
yc.ur 10 ta were asleep, then I
got tip end left."
. I r.•..t..r.•41 Jones fill and light
his pee. I felt awful. The Colo-
hi-na xvoiddn't he about • thing
liee th•s. Then I remembered the
C -;_rette flubs I hid found where
the killer hart waited outside.
feero"sed 'the room to where
• Jones sat and held Out the mak-
_Inge_ to him. "ThIve.• cigarette."
I said. plena Fon fan out of
papers or you wouldn't be nurs-
ing a pipe."
Affronted, he said, "Why
"shouldn't I nurse a pipe" I don't
like cigarettes. • I don't smoke
nothing but a pipe."
I looked at his boots. Both
heels were sadly run over on the
Sides Jonee wasn't my father's
killer, and all I'd done was to
waste the day. I asked, "What'd
he say when he opened the door.
"Something about could he
sleep in the barn. He'd already
put his horse In the corral, I re.
membered seeing him at the
schoolhouse with you folks, so I
said I thought he was staying 'at
the Munros and he says no, he
just had supper there. Claimed
he couldn't go on because he was
cold. Frosted his feet -" -
I broke into Colohan's talk.
"Matt, he's a her. When I went
to bed, he was snug on the conch."
I got up and put my hand on the
Trutt of my gun. "Jones, you'd
better tell us ..."
"Hold on, boy, hold on," Jones
begged. "I'll tell you all I can,
but it ain't much."
"Let's hear yoltr sleet," I said.
"Like I told your folks, I was
headed for Arizona where I've got
a Job waiting." Jones said, 'hut
I had some-- bad luck Us-Rock
Sr-ings and lost all my mosey
a pol(5'r game !Agit rie g..
,ict I noticed a iittle gent v.-ater:
ea me all the time I wan elayiee
When I walked out of the saloon,
this gent trails along-'
"What'd he look like?" I •taked.
He blinked at me.' "Oh. I Min-
im. Had mean eyes. Look,d like -
a gunslinger. Kill a man just as,
soon as look-"
"Did he carry his right arm
in a sling . as r;
Jones scratched an ear as he
thought about it. "No, but that
right arm was stiff."
I looked at Johnny Strong.
"Sammy Blue," I said, and John-
ny nodded. "Go on," I said to
.
"Wen. TIM 'gent toIlrswClt
out of the saloon. Ile conies up
anti rays, 'Howel you liko, to earn
fifty dollars?' Fifty dollars looked
like a million, so I said sure. He
tells me 'bout this Dillon's Park
iinw I was to gri here. I was
to show up at the first house, be-
longed to a fellow named Munro,
he said, and as,( to stay over-
nerna I'd get twenty-five dollars
then and the other twenty-five
would he matted to me in Buhl."
"That all'!" 1 looked.
'Yeah, except for one little
thing that was kind o' funny. He
says to leave Munro's place after
they're asleep. He says that's
what -I was getting paid for, to
not be there by three, four in the
morning. I asked why, and he
said Just do what I was.tolil."
"Hell's bells," Matt • Coldian
yelled. - -That Blue hothbee whit
setting him up foe a hanging."
Jones' mouth fell open, hls
slow mipd finally catching on to
'what haul happened to him, "That
dirty dog!" Ile swallowed "If I
hadn't stopped here, you'd have
figured I done it."
I got up, sick with disappoint-
ment and frustration. Sammy
Blue knew he might he traced if
we, caught Jones, so he'd prob-
ably stayed out of the state.
-Tell Hugo te take Jones to
town," ,I told Johnny. "Maybe
Veach will hold him and get
something else reit of him,"
"I don't figure he will," Johnny
staid, "hut Elf have Hugo take
him in."
I left the house, mounted, and
went home. When I reached our
lane, I saw there was a light in
the'housce and I wondered if Ma
and Gil Aficre__ItgmeL_Intt,-,_ when
•
\
=••114•47•••141411166•474.:.-.., VX1444.4PINNIFIMPaljaliati•TCZ •42. TI:Afr.441010....4•40L• • I ::::Treff...4414.44-4••••••••.
PINET PIANO available to re--
IA.116.01C luC pers.,ri ler re-
ailing bbaiance on knoll pey-
nen... famous make and guar-
rheed. Writ A..". Adjuster, Joplin
eano Cu., 784, Paciucan, Ky.
N7C
CAR OWNEeS. We are provid-
tug fatiely ateemouile insurance
at 'gee oielow Lemmas rates. Pur-
o.en tlfl,a ihurntan Al 'allied.
eti4.1;1 Square. Ira. 842
ur 847. firt:
SiSLAY . tee) LB. Black Angus
foo...,1. cad nas oven a. my ;hem,.
weeks. Owner can taave Co:
k•I ' toe intan.en.uf this ao. Please
ewt: S. Horn at use ssall Haiti
p.see ofl CutChiniLer Road Ilion*
1085-R. N8C
siiiitsw.A.
--yr_ V SHUP ..:pernnst Wed-.
,. ...oy. Nov. 13, .in my home
: ,,r Yenny. Will give perman:-
.• a. neer CLIk., SilulTifil......s and
.......a. .1.1.2.a.a.a_ Para.,' K94;
- - - -
of.rt.i&I SaW.ha stacnipe sel•
aau servieRT* on all makes:- ea-a-
oefere 8:00 or ei.er 4:00. Leou
Hell, Ovine 934-J. ' /49C
--•
evre In I saw that Erie's Toter
- 2 -... feet that
4`.. I. d y it in a
on two sawhorses in the
I room.
-Ilovee. Dave," Dance said,
I nedeed at lion ant istvid be-
side the eetbn for e Uric, look-
ing_ at my melees face II:, honked
sortie and pco,•cfril, hut it wasn't
him. I turned away and walked
into the kitchen.
Dance followed mi. He said:
'There's coffee on the stove. Lor-
na fetc'ted an agple pie over, and
Hess, site made some sane:Sweeties:
They're wrapped in that cloth on
the table."
I didn't think I was hungry, ,
halt Dance under-teed hew it was.
He went ahead and poured a cup
-eriel-ent-e-pieee-es-pier  
and by the time he opened up .
the sandwiches; I reineeinered I
hadn't eaten all day. I was fam-
ished.
"Elder Smith was here moat all
day," Dance said. We'll have the
funeral tomorrow.afternoon. We'll
get the grave dug in the morn-
ing."
"Where's Ma and 011-7';' '
"Over at Nordinee shorty, lie's
corning over after 'while and he'll'
sit up the rest of the night."
I began walking around .the
kitchen, my hands Opening and
clenching at my Sides. Dance
turned around. "I thought maybe
you'd tell *me but you haven't, so
I've got to ask. Dld you get
Jones?"
"He wasn't the one," said,
and told what I'd done.
Tone blame yourself, Dave,"
he mid quickly. "I'd have done
the same If it had teen me. They
must have been figuring on ties
for a long time. They knew what
Joe done, leaving by the front
door like that. Usually a man goes
out through the kitehen door."
"Yeah," I said. "But how del
the killer knowr!
"Why- don't you go to bed,
Dave? This has been a bad Orly,
and tomorrow won't be no ens-
ler."
/ went to bed, bet I couldn't.
sleep. I knew the answer to
Dance's question. Whoever killed
my father was a park man. ee
Joe Munnes death lenses
the ITIg Ten without a nil• ter.
WM 611 or Dave step Into lila
father's shore? Don't mitts the
answer in tomorrow's install-
ment of "Desperate Man.",
FOR RENT
6 ROOM HOUSE, ba
cold water, 3. tales Fee.e Me_ -
ray, Cadiz Hwy. Call 981-W or
see Bob Street, 1210 Olive. N7P
3 ROteM eer' .
an 627-J of tee Mrs. Brausa
at 305 -No. 5th St. ' N9C
1 SLEEPING ROOM double or
,near college 203 Weed-
leern, Call 1,057-W • NOP
4 ROOM HOUSE partly furnish-
ed (venetian blinds and rugs):
Call 636-M..103. S. 12th. N9C
3 ROOM I'Pe.airs apartment,
Prieate bah, furnished or un-,
furni hod'. Lights, water, heat
furnieited. Shelton Canady. Call
101:0- N9P
I LOST & FOUND
Am. ws•••••••1
LOS or strayed from my farm,
[nee north of Wis-weli. White
faced cow, weigh,: about 800 'lbs.
T W. Crawford. Ph. 266. N7P
1:70ST: - and grey billfolds
has school picaires, and $2.541,
identifoatiores. Oall Judy
Wiesen, 1458 or Ledger & Times.
N8C
I Land Transfers h
I
f Aut, my W. Serunens and--Marty
I Sue Sanmens to N. B. Ellis and
I Mary Ellis, 214 acre of land in
{two tracts. '• .
N. B. Ellis and "Marilyn Ellis
leo Audrey W. SiMr11033S and Mary
1 Sue '.,rntni ns, 2
Leis Small liclland to Nick
Keies and ELee Kelee, 53 acres.
•L. P. Hendon to Host McClure
and Nancy McClure, lot. "





I FOUND AN OLD





Show Business No .1t1-.6;h'e'31..itualy.etsar.of milk a dayBother To Cow ?vry mceffhs ago, sbe -Min-
i pi a record of 24, 909 poupids
lk of
Plain V:ew 1nga is deem-died as ,.• eill naricitionall,00recoaigWnuitnickion
OCONOMOWOC,, :)'i!,1-fat after cmpning her
as''working glamour 'girl." he reserve all-Amerimin 'fourThe famous all-American 
stein cow has maintained a pro-
year uhf fur 19e5
duction pace four times greater
than the average cow de)pite
long and frequent trips on the
Show circuit.
The Haiste.n-Friesiso Assn. of
America has cited her for a 1956
production retiera of"' -25,943 f
pounds of mlik and 1,04 pounds,1
a butterfat. 11 was the second
time she ban ,copped 1,000 pounds.
During that year, she competed
in seven major shows and won
grand champirnshipe in all. Milk-
ed three times daily, at heme, in
nee cars, and in show -bent' in
five states and Canada, she aver-
LAND TRANSFER$
-
W. H. Conner and Augusta
Conner to Ralph McDaniel and
Web M. McDaniel, 75 acres el
.and in three tracts.




Setterfield of Shied and "How-
e3 K.ng of Reno, Nev.. have
signed for a 10-round heave-
weight bout to be heel at Oak-
land Auditorium on Nev. ,21.
ROCKET TO THE MOON-In 1930, Dr. John Q. Stewart of Prince-
ton university envisioned this rocket to the moon. A sphere
would be utilized, weighing 70,000 tons and bristling with can-
non, which w,,..!!,1 supply Motive power. The machine, which
would carry 60 Mca. •would travel at a maximum speed of
50.000 miles an bode; L.ancnne speed would be checked by the
dischaage of the cannon toward the moon. The professor sug-
gested ionized hydrogen for fuel. The rocket would "gravitate"







WHEN I WRITE A TRAY ABOUT •A SWINDLER,
OR A CROCK , CR A CONFIDENCE MAN- I -












THAR'S NO ONE, MORE












C. IT'S SO OCD, .IT CAN'T •
( BE WORTHANYTHING-
-1r
'T. le, • • 4••
19,., •
WITHOUT, a CT-Actress Gloria
Grahame is shown in Santa
Monica. Calif.. coos' as she
won a dIVIIIVe torn producer-
s', rites (:) Howard, ner third
mate. He's nottkea for 5.100 a
month SO Wart as she dues not
I /I ternationai)
Read Our Classifieds
It's the BALANCE of ingre-
dients in baking powder that
governs its leavening ac-
tion. Only when these are
scientifically baiancee can
you be sure of uniform ac-
tion in the' mixing bowl plus
that final, balanced rise to
light and fluffy texture in the
oven... That's the story of
Clabber Girl's ba:d-ced dou-






ITS SIGNED BY KIDS
I NEVER HEARD OF --
BISMARCK, DISRAELI,
DARWIN , POE--
YOU MEAN YOU IMAGINE
WHAT THESE PEOPLE






































117 leti.s, but they, pomaded far behind them are such old Vtestern remain on the scheduk.
ceuld draw -beetc.r titan $100.0ti4 feeidites as .Neil Johnston of After taking a 13-0 first guar-
.11 Par... . - the Philadelphia Warriors and ter lead against Arkansas. Mur-
Slater Martin and Easy Ed Ma- ray weakened both offensively
As for •he fight itself. 1' cauley of the Hawks. ,.., • and defensively and the Indians
Des 
")u'tit.t be ritted as a thrill"- • Pettit has scored 131 points stormed from behind to take
T There were no knockdowns and .' 4° 11' ugh his team's firSt five a 14-13 halftime lead. Two more• .
1 trig out of a crouch kept boring '112 in four games, has the top ter"-drive by a team consisting
fri in and •lanumng - herd lefts te average. 28: Sehayee the Nats' mostly of freshman brought the
the-nese and ears, then lowering - toning loader almost every sea- Racers close, yet far away, at
be' .- -sigh!, 19 the mid-drift. • son, 'has ' netted 116 'in five
• w • d lleets llurraN- .
• The Frenchman was landmg garnets Sharman has 114 in five
an avetaire 1 three blows e. ; tie and •sophomiore Bill Russell of hard game. but tackling in the
F.
G . , .---- f c _Moo. . .- the Celtics has e07 jn 'five.games. secondary WAS Sweak.•, l'susally... -r .
. when 'an .Arkansas State brick
- 

























• yr t iday -13.1t4t:- -z .n scoring statistics. And not, steed .Eyaneville College and
ti sp.:A deciseon from Raul Mocias
ant .of Mexico and spoiled a Ronan
el.day for 941. 20.000 Mesicare
bus Wrigley Field.
F ,r the vietery. here.
• (vt • -













Tennessee- State College diii
the read fee the third stra',_
week as they journey to Murray.
Kentucky. for their fourth Ohio
Valley Cenferc-nce game if "tte
seasdn with 7:.e Murray State
Th;doughbreds.
Wen the Raiders tied with
their arch rival. Tennessee Teth,
for the conference lead, Big
Blue will be out to spoil the
Racers hemecoreing activities.
It was. water water everywhere
but reg. a deep to drink se the
•
Follosting the 18 holes today,
!there will be an 18-hole pro-celebrity tpurnament Settirday
lthat scieeen't count in dhe stand-
ings. The final. 18 holes will be
o played on Sunday. . Auburn over Mississippi. State
—But they don't give the boys- .
free rice. •ddfuteed by hest Croften High shots and dommitted 19 ted. oriel-.
see ,,,e 44,..adereeteay night. .fouls. le_was the fatties  second 
WHATEVER HAPPENED TO...
Maryland over Clemson — And
Crofton wok the -tip and need" defeat agpinst one victery: 
LEFTY GROVE
i the natives are the biggest rid-
ed Intl, a quick eight peon: lead Four Crofton ;Slayers - scored
that ' found the-- Eagles 'dangling. -in .the double_ nugnheo__ied,.. by
^
T' \G1 SIt




TEEES  LEDGER. & TIM — MURILAY, KENTUCKY THURSDAY --- NOVEMBER *7, 1! 7
The Ledger & lehnes Sports Page
First In Local Sports News
Ohl Guys AreMexico Down Doing job,
As Idol Loses in The NB
In Big Fight
LOS ANGELES if. — .1 selirio; in cash, plu-
world's bantamweight . ceder:di all- lids exp.-ides. which totaled.
-possibly words trend _then- eeert- 21!- 111:11Tan-tra-nts.
before on hodury, headed fer - Macias, already a wealthy man
France eelay. firmly placed • n n 'me s more than
the brew--ef h'Alponse- Iheldris a -$19.000. aw-atodtg"1":fter ciauteing
a sheaean-faced lie kronen- -0; a gate of appraximately
Algerian.. $200.000. plus- eetranal-televised George Yardley of the Detroit
Halani, a dre-raght underci .g. n'eVidtd• .Pistons hold down the top four
iJok the undesered crown Woo- • If tee tits stheuld meet agar. positions in the first weekly
tn(lefeated
Afaddle Tennessee State Blue
Raiders lack :to have been too
lite, but the steady cracking
up the Middle fondly Opened
tile 'gate.
After a scoreless first half
which was highlighted by a 73
aard drive that was stopped en
the 25. the Raiders began to
Ctifile alive to take the Governors
by surprise. ;
. Bob Hallum, the second
half. began to send them 'wide
as the Raidersd rove 43 yards
for their first score that - was
'sparked by. halYback Ray Fur-
six. After three or 'four trice
up the middle, Purvis • knifed
'eV tackle for 8 yards and a
firstdewn on the Governor's 15
yard line. Helium sneaked fer
One and tei the next play pitch-
ed out to Purvis. eho eaded
the remaining 14 yards de- the
score.
Early in the fourh quarter.
guard Harold Geyer intercepted
quarterback Arent'.' pass and
00. exam. the Gevernee tacklers
7 72 yards and a touchdown




CAMDEN,. N. J. 8P — Ti
tdreem race" ef the year is
turning into a nightmare for the
owners of Dedicate add Hound
Table.
Mrs. Jan Burke of New York,
owner oi Dediceld. tearned,Mon-
day night thaWillie Hartack
will be unable to ride her horse
in the $75.006 added Trenton
Handicap at Garden State Park
Saturetay a bee...tea if.der a wavy )„,,, and hard 
running in the 
_'Hartack.. the _patron's _leading
jockey the last - two years. is
cemmided tn ride Caoumet
Farm". A-Cieter in the .Selima
Stakes at Laurel this weekend.
"That's a real blew for 
us.", Mrs. Burke told the United,Press
in New York when indented
that Harack was not free to
pilot Dedicate. She declined to
state whether Dedicate would
be witbdrawn from the race.
but a stable spokesman conceded
such a move tea:: v. iv possible."
Meanwhile. Willie Shdernaker
decided !Co di-mg d.,sig with
Gallant Man in Trenton,
leaving Round Table woheut a
rider. Welie Metier, woo trains
Round Table. was counting heav-
ily en Shoemaker' and now may
switch do either Dave Erb or
Willie Harmatz — if they an
available this weekend.
Eeen if Dedicate is withdrawn,
the Trenton shapes up as a
terrific Morse rate and one that
!should Ilt. least decido the three-
year -old charnoodthip: Round
'Table. -Galati-it Man and Bold
!Ruler are all considered streng
'challengers for the crown_
LETS-TALK
BASICETBALL
By James Lee Harmon
hirksey Eagles Fall Tuesday
To Crofton High School 64-37
The' Kirksey• High ragies were only 15- goals. 7 of. 22
:ere
Be United Press.. • 4 Also! Tennessee over' Georgia
on the thort end- (of a 104 Sugg with 18. • Gary Key. scorie Robert I Mester a I.,!fty) Grove TecheoKentucky over Vanderbilt.
first period score. The host team 10' points for the top Eagle ' perlayed a strdhg left -arm, an 'Florida over Georgia, VPI over
enlarged their -margin of safety offensive effete; The .Kidtsity B l'aidrit matchless fast _ball and ' Wake ' Forest, North Carolina
in the second quarter snd- were, team wen by a score cif 35-33.1 durability into exactly 300 Arne- I over South Carolina, North
out Jront 24-13 at halftime.. The Crofteh . ' lit 24 42 64 ' riran League victories in '171Carelina State over WatM, andI -
-second half followed the trend Kirk•ey - • 3 13,22 37 seasons with /he PhtIMIelphia Miami over Florida State
of the first two quarters • es . • Crofton (64p . ' Athletics and Boston Red Sox. , ''' The Southwest
Crofton steadily increased iheir ' Ladd 13. mimes, 8, yfilsen 1.1fedwaslta 20-game winner' seven 1 Arkansas over Rice --:- Bank
kid r AV er th e %Ili I 1 glit .gagies 1_Fuled 11, SUgg . Ia. F.4.V-.2ii;pg. eraight deara ,and,,. *OS,. ,vcitest . kok :is. - a sardine 7 fisheririlirY
• to .a 64,.37 vid!ery. 2. • - ..,j nth the -baseball Hill' of -Field , panelled. • _ • • s
The Crofton* 'men efethetted "Kiresey le(371 '1 Whatever happened to Lefty l Texas Aggids over SMU --,
l ' on 24 field goals, 16 of 28 from . Etk.eircls 5, .1 ,miss is Porded. 84Gt..A•e? Today, at :57, he as chief ;They're up tie their gutters in
thdoscherity lane and committed Blezzell lo Adarrise.2,-G. Key .1.-C- j-e-esedifice in; his }mine town' of 'canals. -
' ,16' peOonal foqls. Kirksed hit Smith .4,' Darrifil 0,/ Parker 5: ,LOsettomIng, Md. j Texas ( ver Baylor --e• Every.
.- 1
hurt. in any way. Halunl. fight-lb Yardley, who has 'scored Racers far behind. A last qu.ar-,
-who isn't bald at all. but has timely pass ntercep Y final
lifted nut by
proved ito again Thuredey v•hen quarter 
were po
'Nfurrayts. head mentor. Jolinsou,he- shaved eight strokes from
1.) 
s
gain the hate-Way lead In 
cored eine of the Racers
, 
TDs
par . on a rain-soaked course. 
the $3.0.000 San Diego Open, i back Jere 
Stripling_ Steers pass
, Balding, one of Canada's tap I
exports in the golfing world
j i now playing out of Miais .
'Beach. Fla o steed-re:64 t.;
with an (opening round of 67
a 131 total — I3'under par ...:
36 holes. • ..
i Gave Clubs Away
l "It wa;• the best round I've
. ever played," said Al after . his
'game__ tAnd- _it__ m-prising. 1
l played in t h o s e international
;matches in Tokyo last week By OSCAR FRALEY
and after we were finished, I I United Press Sports Writer
gave all my irons away to Ui S. . NEW YORK In — Fraley's
• servicemen thdre. .Fillies and the weekend football
"So I borrowed a sot foirri , "Winners" — along with a few
la local club member and 1 nevcd recollections on around the world
!hit better Men shots in in_ life • an 80 hours. _ d
1 In second place, tied with 133 , Game of the Week .
I store' were Fred Hawkins. di, Navy o'er Duke — The Mid-
pleasant _gentleman from El POI'''. dies are 'tolling in high gear
'Tex.. and Arnold Palmer. Ita--,' and the Blue Devils have been
drebe. Pa. Hawkins' hot Putter sputtering (if late. The Navy
• on the laiit three holes tanked attack plus a good defense should
putts if 14. 20 and 20 feet 
' 
and in, o . .arring




jer had' a real hot- round of 68 Holy Cross ever Syracuse —
di —including a ball knocked out So the Orange can give me more
of b;unds juice.
_ ___,Othere_ At _Par 
At 135 were Masters Chain-
ohm n Doug Ford (•f Mahopac.
N.Y.: Billy Casper. a home-
town hen-; Don Whitt, slender.
; oung pro from Alameda. Calif.
,nd Charles Safford. the Negro
earepien from •Philadeldhia. Pa.
:de 136 shot makers inchlded
;ngehr•ing George Bayer, Dal-
Tex,: Mike Fetchick, Von-
-or!, N.Y.: Bob Rosburg. Napa,
".alefo _ Dow Finsterwald.. T,equ-
eda. Fla. and Date Andreasot,
tPittsburgh.
Best In The County and City First In UP Sports News





Lack Of Depth Blamed For M.S.C. Los
Murray Coach Jim Cultivan
blamed a lack of depth for
Murray _State's 27-20 loss to•
NEW YORK AP If you're
• 'king for new names in the
National Basketball A.:so:elation
e ring races, forget. it. -because
-loo same -told _guys' are. doing
-hes:flees at the same old stand
olds, widen 
• BibPettit of the St. Louis
Haw V. Derph Schayes of the
le-racase Nationals, •B:11 Shar-
man of the Boston Celtics and
1 • 1
Get Sick Or Injured
Or Borrow Clubs To
Play Good Golf
By ;HAL WOOD
United Press Spores Writer
, SAN DIEGO. Calif. tir — The
j best way to shoot a good round
,of golf these days is to (1) either
jet sick or injured: or (2)-bor-
row a set of clubs.
Al Belding. the Canadian pro
Arkansas State last Saturday.
-We just weren't deep enough
in experienced personnel t o
maintain the pace -that we set
in jumping indi That early 13-0
lead." he said.
The non-conference loss drop-
ped the Racers' season mdrk
to 2-4. In OVC play, Culliran's
squad holds a 1-2 standing,
fourth best in the conference.
Arkansas State upped its mark
to 4-2.
The Racers have three games
left, one of them a non-confer-
ence go. Strong Middle Tennessre
TT-20. - •
"Our boys playedtheir ueual
a large gain or a TD," said
Cullivan.
Murray State players drawing
individual praise were Center
Bill Taylor. Guard Jimmy Cheap-
man. and Halfbacks Dick Stout
and Don Johnson. Taylor and
thapman moved into the starting
lineup after first-strngers failed
to meet the call and displayed
good all-around line play, both
offensively and defensively.
Johnson showed improvement
over previous weeks. and a
t n b Stout
f Army over — JIihIny
DeNtsret woes! 'Inn signing auto-
graphs in Japairiesed
Dartmouth over Columbia —
Sam Snead made Me sorry 1
play gin rummy.
Princeton over Harvard — But
Red Smith made me wish for
a ' slow boat.
Also: Brown over Cornell, Yale
over Penn, Pitt over West Vir-
ginia. Boston .College over Bos-
om U., and Colgate over Buck-
j nell.
'South
Alabama over Tulane — The
COMM i el rap thoke who use
H ong Kong's rickshaws.
Mississippi over LSU — The
reds %claim it's degrading.
41.
on a 16-yard pass from Quarter-
CULLIVAN AND STAFF
Jim Cullivan's freshman year as head. coach was very
satisfactory — six wins and four losses. This year the
record will not be as good but in many ways Jim and his
staff are doing a better job. They have been striving to ,
recover from the loss of several. front line men, the loss •
of which would *reck a university squad.
Since Homecoming Grads. may not know about these losses
suppose we Make a brief review-- A4 Giordano,- all O-VC
for two years, as well as Williamson System, All-Ameri-
can for two years, was declared ineligible by the NCAA
because he had played professional- --basehall before corn-
JIM CULLIVAN 
ing to Murray. John Daniels, big, rough tackle, dropped
Head Coach 
out because of financial difficulties; Dave Bottos, All ()VC
fullback, was suspended from Se--hoo_hll-;arlin Henley,
first string guard, 'dropped out; Jim Mills, another very .
good guard, moved to California with his family; Phil Chesser, All OVC center, joined
the Army; Tony Beale, did not return to school beeatise'Of trathleil and-bier-
Utley, our fastest half, decided to quit.
This is not an alibi, but a statement of facts. In all fairness, we should realize that
Coach Cullivan and his staff faced a tremendous task. They have made steady pro-





interception set the stage dd
the fourth quarter touchdown.
Leading Murray State's first
quarter marches was Stripling,
all-OVC quarterback last, season.
His 46-yard pass 0 to Halfback
Jim Lance, carried to the two,
where Fullback Jack Morris
&MM. •
Todayrs S PaPade
UMW Demi ildenga Wan
By MOAB MAIST
body fishes, for anything edible.
Oklahoma State over Wyom-
ing — It's fishing, steictly from
hunger.
Also: Texas Tech over Tulsa.
Tempe over Texas Western and
Hardin-Simmons over Arizona.
The Midwest
Michigan State over Notre
Dame — Rome's Circus Maximus
would make a great race track.
Iowa over Minnesota — That's
where Ben Ilur swung low his
chariot.
Ohio _State dver Purdue — The
Colosseum lode; like a midget
Franklin Field.
Michigan over Illinois — And
I swear you can still smett-nve-
Lions. '
Also: Oklahoma over Missouri,
Wisconsin over Northwestern, In-
diana over Cincinnati, Nebraska
over Iowa State, Penn State
lover Marquette, Kansas over
Kansas State and Detroit over
Villanova.
Tow- West
Oregon over Washington —
Drivers never rant in, Japan.
Oregon Stale. over California
—They admire the rival Who
"bluffs" 'em successfully.
Stanford over Southern Cal.—
Rome's. drivers are the most
voluble.
UCLA over Washington State
—But New York cab drivers
still scare me most of all.
Also:. Brigham Young over
Fresno State, Colorado over Col-
orado State, Denver over Air




CLEVELAND lie — Pitcher
Herb Score and Cleveland In-
dian publicity director Nate Wal-
lack changed roles Wednesday
wheel the strikeout king showed
Air at a suburban University
,Heights precinct with a sign
wading, "Now pitching for Wal-
lack --- Herb .'core," Wallack









rammed over for the Racers'
first score. He also made the
scoring heave to Johnson.
--r•hie- week ;.-the-;Ifibroughbii;di
settle down for Saturday's Home-
coming battle' with Middle Ten-
nessee. The Tennessee Tech
(both teams 3-0), is re etrong'
BEN CHAMNESS
Assistant
favorite to capture its • fourth
OVC victory' and remain on-
-Neaten.
SiZaking Of the Culli-
van seise. "They undoubted_ly
have a ',dear team, in fact three-
of them. Thee have -ebb. 4w.)
froth on a varsity roster ,if 41
•
(The Raiders have a se'•
"B" squad). Our scouting r;
rye cal ne weaknesses_ kart 
'pre tirsond
-,Ani,na nye assets of (he
Iquad are fire defenses._
refiners, Rood :passers.,. good
cid and plenty if size.
•
Golf Not Sissy At Royal Hong. Kong Golf 
By OSCAR FRALEY
United Press Spores Writer
HONG KONG Its — The guy
who claimed that golf was a
sissy game never played at the
Royal Hong Kong Golf Club.
This may explain why a hand-
some moustached man named
Kim Hall is colony champion
for the second straight year.
Because Kim was shot up and
down over Trieste and he, long
ago learned that fear is a no-
time thing.,,,
As for Old Fearless, you may
new refer to me as Old Fear-
ful.
Because this is a course wfferc
leopards, cobras, tigers, bamboo
sankes, guerrilla warfare, earn-
uoflaged soldiers, rumbling tanks
and galloping hoes are no
more rare than double bogeys
on the Farley scorecard. '
"Don't be surprised if we see
-a-leopard," Kiln •saide-ra-Suaify
as- he sent a tee shot whistling
straight down, the -. middle.
"There's supposed to be one
loose around here right now.
Down from South China moun-
tains y'know."
I did not know or I wouldn't
have come.
"Nice straight tee shot," I
quavered, spraying one into the
rough. .
• Beware of Snakes
"You liave to be straight here,"
he replied. "Lots of snakes in
the rough y'knoavdd
I hadn't known. T hit a "Mul-
ligan." . -
Finally on the fairway I saw
my ball laying atop p small
hole and suggested that um:-'s'
winter rules I should be able
to move it.
"By all means," Kim• said.
"But do it carefully. ''That's a
bamboo snake hole and if - one_
Of ,those nips you, you're gone
in three hours y'kninvd"d
I didn't- know. But I was
Wiriest gone right then — back
to the clubhouse.
Up ahead - it looked ae if die(
toesa small c.e.mp if liuthc
se teening the green. My hatred
approach shot madeestetegl., to,
the bushes — but lee' mi. he-
moved atide. 1 rebbed try eyes.
"Yes, they moved," K m (deck-
led. "It's Ira pi prache le •ca"•-
ouflage wear, They do the all

























































































































hadn't seen dee your bail pi, b-
ably would have made 'long'
%% hen it hit one of tho ;-
Tres.
' I hurried foruard to op; o eked
to the "bushes" buLdhea tie eed
into a glade ed trees flea I saw
they had screened
And there, so help re v
the ball — with a den i ;
on it like 3 i-en I II
egg.. . •
-You get a free lift in I rase
like this," said /dm "rhelo 
is you. -have ,to lift the snake,
first."
Tank ReIM On Green
Playing a new ball, file Peer-
less dribble it h 11, a
.
trap and finally playing o
ball made .hte green. Tien
as I was about to
galleriod neer a rise :10e-n
the, edge: of the green flIVI
eff down the 'fairway te
;rept a tank which -rumblt
eight frian the direction' ,
. "Celorue so and so." dri,l.
seconds green. '
caeiall;. "Really loves 1.
N 'know, but deesn't care a
for gulf."
c 
had company. The •
I 'hadn't seen after Grits









time For That Winter Change Over.
AND DON'T RE CAUGHT • • •WITH YOUR BATTERY DOWN


































(The Raider, have a se.
"II" equad). Our ecouting
reveal no weaknesses for 
pre-: tfers-on.
'Anteing Mt assets 4
r11 cniad are fire defensete_
miners, good passeree goo(
cis-. and plenty of sire.
Kong Golf Ch
trap and finally pinyine
ball made .hte green. Tie
ax I was about to pute-e;
galleried arch a rise ;114,11
the edge. of _the _green and
eff down the fairway to
cept a tank which -rumbh
eight from the directitin
secente green. '
. "Colonel so and so." soif
casually. "Really hives I.
y'knove, but doesn't care
for golf."
--...ftighs-abouLt-thasa-Liae_ree
had company. The only
I 'hadn't seen after one
Was a leopard. We. g7Ve .
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& TIMYS — MURRA Y.  ICIINTUCKI 
....16.....,N
L ,e....-...„ i "".....,..... r
....
1.01. tft MO days. Clare/led atm are oarabl• advance.
FOR SALE
AUTO 1NbuRANCE, reasonable
rates, no membership Involved.
Wilson Insurance. Main aereet.
# Phone 321. TIC
4 -
•
200 ACRE bottom farm. Fair
imprUvements, isfl matin highway.
Selling fur division, only $13,000.
40 ACRES of good unimproved
land fur only $1500.
24 ACRES, fair 4 room ,house,
about 6, miles east of Murray.
Only $1500.
Good, modern 2 bedroom home,
garage, large lot, electric heat,
near Carter Scnou4. Immediate
possession. A bargairi. Loan
transferable.
GOOD 2 bedroom home, paved
street, good location, near school,
and grocery. $1250 down, pay-
mente $25 per month. •See this
one.
Galloway Ins. & Real Estate
Phone 1062 Home I51-M
N7C
KIRBY SWEEPER _in good con-
d$tAon with all attachments, plus
fluor polisher. Mrs. Baxter Bil-
brey. Phone 41. 'N7C
teXTRA NICE new brick hornet
rti a new well restricted sub-
division. Two large bedrooms,
large living room with dining
area, extra large family room
with fire-place, large number of
built in leurk shelves, desk and
cabinet, large kitchen with lots
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by The Macmillan Co. Distributed by Lag frea ut ea Syadai.a
i Wanted To Buy
CLEAN COTTON RAGS. No
belts, buttons or..itpe
Ledger At Times: P5one
e" • "-Tr Itl i Sr• tries _ and lost an my mentv I. •-• -• in I --ew thet Frark raire
I We *et- . •-. , e teener of the - e • Petal' came Lost r1V I 
r -1 thnt
I /vim and rat. down in the "io I 
noticed a little gent vete. -. . tee in n col. "" .1
e!.....i, i ,,,„,,,1 been in. / said, e', nu all th.• IMie I was eleeie .
, in two sawhorses in the
eelett. you're drunk." 1 When I 
walked out of the salo!„.o. .. t rotiiii.
"1 ain't no such thing." Colo- this 
gent trails along-" . ellovea. Dave." Dance said.
• ee ' I nesittett at lirtn anti stood be-
ann we'd hetly. 'This here hombre
zourided on the front door while
`ft was darkern the inside of a
t .;,.t I lit a lamp and looked
Pt the clock yonder. Five after
fiat•r "
'ere44,••11 right," Mrs. •Colotuut
cr.". Co Or the baby tip" 1
Jones ti oft a pipe mit of his
pee .ct and began to fill it. He '
r-.1 to bust in nere and start
ta ill'. "1 cirInno why you'Ve
:^ me to der:lh it
. ; to your pa. I waited, till
yetir to es were asleep, then I
gilt up end left."
1 e.1-teeed Jones fill and
his Mee I felt awful. The Colo-
1•7ftsi'voiddn't Ito about a thing
le-e ties. Then I remembered the
Cr, quint I hid found where
the toiler had waited outside.
cre;r3e0_ the room to whore
Jones sat and held otit the mak-
ings to him. "Have a cigarette,"
I said. "I guess you ran out of
papors or you wouldn't be - nurs-
ing a elec."
A ff rented, he said, "Why
ehteildn't I nurse a pipe? I don't
like cigarettes. I don't smoke
nothing but a' pipe."
I kinked at his hoots. Both
heels were sadly run over 'on.the
sides_ Jones wasn't .rny father's
killer, and all I'd done was to
waste the day. I asked, "Whited
he say when he opened ,the door.
Matt ?"
"Something about could he
sleep In the barn. He'd already
put his horse In the corral. I re-
membered ;teeing him at the
schoolhouse with you folks, ao I
said I thought, he was staying at
the &thorns and he says no, he
just had. slipper there. Claimed
he couldn't go on because he was
cold. Frozed his feet -"
I broke Into Colohan'm Wk.
*eaten,. he's a liar. When I went
to bed, he was snug' on the couch."
I got tip and put my -hand on the
butt of my gun. "Jones, you'd
better tell us . .." '
"Hold on, boy, hold on," Jones
begged. "I'll ,tell• you all I can,
lint It ain'earpich."
"Let's hear' your spiel," I sell.
"Like I told your fotks. I was
headed for Arizona where I've got
-a job waiting." Jonem meld, "hot'
1 had some bad luck In • Rock
Answer toy glay's P. •
He blinked at Inc.
no. Had mean eyes.
a gunslinger. Kill a
soon as look--
"Did he carry hi
looklk I kd
"Oh. I dun:et-gide the eff, for a time, look-
Looked like ,rlg at my Itt!It t's (ace. loeked
man just as seethe -and pen-eful, but wasn't
him. I turned away and walked
s right arm 
into the kitchen.
.in a -sling? I asked.
Jones scratched an ear as tie
thought about it. "No, but that
right arm was stiff." • —.-
I looked 1st Johnny Strong.
"Sammy Blue." I said, and John-
ny nodded. "Go on," I said to
Jones.
thia gent followed me
out of the saloon. Ile comes up
and rays, •How'd you like to earn
fifty dollars?' Fifty dollars looked
like a million, so I said sure, lie
tells me 'bout this Dillon's Park
ai.I h,,w I was to grt here. I was
to show tip at the first house, be-
longed to 21 rerfOW namfd Munro,
he said, and ea.( to stay over-
night I'd get twenty-five dollars
then and the other twenty-five
would be mailed to me In Buhl."
"That all?" I asked.
"Yeah, except for one little
thing that was kind o' funity, He
says to leave Munries place after
they're asleep. fee says that's
what I was getting paid Tor, to
not be thcre by three, four in the
morning. I asked why, and he
said gist do what I was told."
bells," Matt Colohan
yelled. "That Elite hombre wee-
setting him tip for a hanging." -'
Jones' mouth fell open, his
slow mind finally catching on to
what had happened to him. "That
dirty dog!" He swallowed "It I
hadn't stopped here, you'd have
figured I done it." •
I get up, sick with, disappoint.
ment and frustration. "flammy
"blue knew: he might be traced if
we caught Jones, so he'd prob-
ably stayed out of the state.
"Tell Hugo, to take Jon., to
town," I told Johnny. "Maybe
Vearh will hold him and get
something else out of him."
"I don't figure he will," Johnny
said, "but I'll have Hugo take
him in."
I It-ft the house, mnunted. anel
wi•nt home. When I reached our
lane. I saw there was a light in
the house and' I wondered if Mn
and Gil were home; but when
Dence followed nu. He said:
"There's coffee on the stove. Lor-
na feteArd all apple pie over, and
liess, side made /KIM' sandviehes.
They're wrapped in that cloth on
the table."
I didn't think I was hungry.
but Dance ureter-to-A how it was.
He went ahead anti poured a cap
of Coffeo and cut • OM: ot pie,
and by the time he opened url
the sandwiches I rentelithpred
hadn't eaten all day. I was fam-
ished.
"Elder Smith was here most alls
day," Dance said. We'll have tile
furural tomorrow afternoon. We'll
get -the grass-dug -lit- the r;uarn-
ing."
"Where's Ma and Gil?"
"Over at Nordine's. Shorty, he's
coming over after 'while and he'll
sit up the rest of the night."
I began *silting around the
kitchen, my -hands 'opening and
clenching- at my sides. Dance
turned around. "I thought maybe
you'd tell me but you haven't, so
I've got to ask. Did you get
Jones"
"He wasn't 3.110 one," J said,
and told what d done. .
"Don't Marc yourself, Dave,"
he stria quickly. "I'd have done
the samtalf it had been me. They
must have been figuring on tia,
for a long time, They knew what
Joe done, leaving by the front
door like that. Usually a man goes
out through the kitchen door."
"Yeah," I said. "But how did •
the killer know!"
"Why don't you go to bed,
Dave? This has been a bad day,
and tomorrow • won't be no eas-
ier."
-I went to bed, but I couldn't.
sleep. I knew the &newer to
Dance's qiu•stion-Whoever killed
my father was -a park man.
Joe Munnes death !OMITS
the Big Ten nitheist a rnaeter.
%VIII (ill or Dave step Into his
father'• shoes!' Don't mils, the
*Viewer In tomorrow's Install- _
merit of "Desperate Man."_ -
•
room, car port with storage, r
SERVICES OFFEREDplastered througheut, on lot 100x '
180 ft. A real buy.
NICE three bedroom frame house
on South 12th al 403, will be
etacant _ the _10-. Has 83500-FHA 
loan at 41/4% interest, monthly
payments $49.60 plus taxea , and ,
insurance. . Owner _ wen_ -branafer- 
•:s--loan. This heuse is only 5 years
old. Has nice hardwood floors
throughout, insulated, car port.
Full price $9500-
A NICE 2 bedroom frame - house
on Ryan Avenue. Sewing. room,
living reom, large kitchen, large
utility and a garage. A real buy
at $6830.
NICE l'WO bedroom frame house
on highway 121, abitet two miles
East of Murray, 84"111. road front-
age, strickiy Modern in every
way. A very nice house on an
exceptionally good lot for only
$6500.
Baucum Real Estate Agency
Phone 48, Hoyt Roberts phone
1447 and Hill Hall phone 453
N7C
44444 ••••111•11•0114
'DEAD ̀ STOCK removed free.
Radio dispatched truck*. Durgicin
linkage Co. Prompt morales T
days a week. Call long distance
Mayfield 433. %Walt GEN.
AT.;
LOOK! Ten Alum aitOrm wine
flaws meth Alum screen and ona
door, $189 installed. We also
have the triple track. No dewn
paernent. Up to 36 months to
pay. Hume Comfort Co, 18th and
Mein St. Phone 130'i N7C
CAR OWNERS. Effective Sept.
25, we' are providing family au-
tomobile Insurance pretection at
25el, below normal rates. Puedom
and Thurman Insurance Agency,
407 Ileaple Street, south side of
court square, phone 842 or 84.7,
Murray, Ky. TIC
I WILL DO waskug and 'riming
HOT TAMALES, Boyce Bumpis, in my heme. Satiefaceon guar-
So. 2rul Si., aeruss frum Texaco zinced, lie.is,natile rates. Phone
Bulk' Plant, Phone 16.59-1/f after 17.!3. Ni?
5:00 p.m. NIC
CUSIL5dAN Mutor Scooters, Place 1
AUCTION SALE
eAT., NOV, 9, 1:00 p.m. rain or
...She at Tcermy home
black bop 2' miles south of
..ew Hope church on New Prov-
idence highway. Will sell young
jereey cow and calf, a 3 year
old Jersey. freshen Dec. 2, 109
bales of first class red em hay,
Kelvinator refrigerator, spotless
ode with glass doors, bedstead,
springs, 3 mattresses; wash eland,
2 dressers, 4 rugs (2 12x16), (Apr
100 year old wooden peg chest,
praeeioally new feather beds,
caning 'table, cabinet, wash
kettle, chairs, also single and
deuble pluws, coop foot, _two A--
one r6w drill fertilizer
aaachment, John Deer culeivator,
exert good cutter anei small
tools, large wheat box and bar-




d ROOM HOUSE, bath, h.. end
cold' water, 3 mhos East et Me--
ray, Cadiz Hwy. Call 981-W or
'see Bob Street, 1210 Olive. N7P
ler- • ..
Call 627-J cr see Mrs. Brausa
at 395 No, 5th St. N9C
_
1 SLEEPING 'ROOM double or
ealte. near college. 203 We...id-
le-WTI, Cali-407-W N9P
4 ROOM HOUSE partly furnish-
ed (venetian blindei and rugs).
Cal Ana S.- 1-2tir. T49C_
3 - ROOM VPes apart-ment,
your orders new-. Excellent   private barb. furniehed or un-
ChriKmas gifts. See M. G. Rich- SPINE PIANO available tto re- turni hod. Lights, water, heat
ardsun, or call 74., Murray: N9C sipcns.oie local person for re- ferneetied. Shelton Caoady. Call
, e • meeting' balance on small pay- 101.0-U- N9P_
team-sue make and guar-I HAVE several good used wa-sh-
an"-.Ced. Write: Adjuster, Joplining machinee -priced ,for quick
it.ano Cu., leo:, 744, Paciucan, Ky.sale. See M. G. Richardson, 407
N7CRichardson., 407 S'ar.11 ikh St.,
or phase 74 N9C
CAR OWNERS. We are provid_r HELP WAI4TE1 :thee ue:ow usninee rates. Pur- T W. Crawford. Ph. 266. N7Pfaced cow, weight about 800- lbs.0., ...g feuua,y ee....inoulie insurance
na :me ihurnien liesarance, Lome ',Ink and trey biva.aa
itetSC4ENTIOUS Boy, age 19 arthsiue Court Square. Pa. 842
ente is wining to work. leftist Le .1 15e7. TIC
neat, ...seendable. For •
. LOST & FOUND
•
perx or • see or [ S t /LAY dial LB. Black Angus
Joe Ovx y, 1126 after 5:00 p.m r nellcr Cita ha bean a. MY 'hum:
TY 1, ea week.. Owner can iiiive call
the paynien. of this ac. Please
I S. t.. Horn at toe :sail ki.asa
poce Culdwater Read Ptiene
1085-R. NtiC
a•Hpile opening Wade
teeeea,5.  Nov. 13, in my twine
near Penny. Will give permaii.:




h.er.itg 7 te.apine se.ae
tide service on all makes. La
berets-V. 8:11) 7w' at 400.Laou
pb:int• 944-J, N9C
LOSf or strayed from my farm,
mac north of Wisevell. White
has, Mth.ol pictures and •$2.50,
aiso identifcatiens. BpdY
Wilson, 13e8 or Ledger & Times.
748C
I Luigi. Transfers j
Audrey W. &lumens and Mary
Sue Simmons to N. B. Ellis and
Mar, Ellis, 214 acre of land in
tWo tracts.
N. B. Ellis and Marilyn Ellis
to Audrey W. Simmons and Mary
Sue S.nure ns, 2
Leis Smith Holland to Nick
Keics and Els.e K 53 scree:"
L 1'. Hendon to Hot McClure
and Nancy McClure, lot.
it. Hall to. Hert .Roberts,-
lot. _ EL
NA:14V.
• I / 
AUNT Fi3ITZI















Fain View Inge is described as
a ewurking glamour girl," •
The famous all-American Hol-
stein c-ow has maintained a pro-
tiuction pace  four Iticnu:s fq•eater
than the average cow despite
long and frequent trips on the
show circuit.
The HoLste.n-Friesian Assn. of
America hes cited her for a 1956
production teaird of 2,943
potindx calikeemd-1,042epoteadseee
of butterfat. 1: was the seCond I
time she had eopped•1,000 POunete.
--During that-yeart sheetwatapetiel
in seven major .,hews and won
and champamships in all. Milk-
e•d three time's daily, at heme, in.
box cars, and in show barn in




eg(u 33 quarts of milk d day
14r 1-he fuli year:
Only 13 months ago she corn-
peaed a record of 24, 809 pounds
ei milk and 1,001 pounds of.
eatorfat after cmpaigning her
e'erele national recognition as
'tie reserve all-American four
year old for 1955.
. LAND TRANSFER!
—
W. H. Conner and Augusta
Conner to Roph McDaniel and-
lateen M. McDaniel, 75 acres of
:and in three tracts.
.Buster Skinner to Aberline
SATTERFIELD MELT'S KING
OAKLANO, Calif. Bob'
Satterfield of Shicaap' and How-
eta Keng -of Reno, Nev. have
signed for a 10-round heavy-
weight. bout to be heid at Oak-
lend Auditorium on Nov. ,21.
ROCKET TO THE MOON-1n 2930, Dr. John Q. Stewart of Prince-
ton university envisioned thia"rocket to the moon. A sphere
would be utilized, weighing 70,000. tons' and bristling with can-
non, which would supply motive power. The machine, which
would carry 60 men, would travel at a maximum speed of
60.000 miles an bout. Landing speed would be checked by the
discharge of the cannon toward the moon. The professor sug-
gested ionized hydrogen for fuel. The rocket would "gravitate"







WHEN I WRITE A TIDRY ABOUT A SWINDLER,
OR A CROCK, CR A CONFIDENCE MAN- I














tiVITHOU1 A CT-Actress Gloria
Gra l`a,”. Oa shown InSanta
Monica, Calif.. Court as she
eein a divitree from producer-
rcrites Ce Howard. tier third
mate. He's hooked for 4300 a
month as lung as she dues not
remarry. Mit Senate
Read Our Classifieds
:It's the BALANCE of ingre-
dients in bakmg powder that
governs its leavening ac-
tion. Only when these are
scientifically balanced can
you be sure of uniform ac-
. tion in the mixing bowl plus
thaFfinal, balanced rise to
light and fluffy texture in the
oven ... That's the story of
Clabber Girl's balanced dou-






IT'S SIGNED BY KIDS
T NEVER 1-IEARD OF ---
BISMARCK, DISRAELI,
DARWIN, POE---
YOU ME.-4 YOU IMAGINE
WHAT THESE PEOPLE
WOULD DO, DON'T YOU,
MISS DAWN?













THAR'S NO ONE MORE

























































(Continued From Page 'One)
street and back or East 11:1
feet. The building was construct-
ed by local citizens. The mill
was to install a:1 machinery and
would receive the building and
lot if they paid out within ten-'' years the sum of $375.000 in
salaries and wages.
The motion to make the con-
tract was made by T. 0. Turner
and seconded by 0: T. Hale.; conrratavas signed 11
ElmuS J. Beale as president.
On reorganization of the plant
ir. 1935 a new contract was
drawn up with .t he Murray
Hasitey Mills. Inc. as the cunt-
. pany. This contract called for
the.. Murray Hosiery Mills. Inc.
to -pay in salaries and wages
a total of $600.000 within ten
. years in order for t'nem to re-
ceive a deed to the land and
1,1a:ding It is noted that the
• tallding had been increased in
size by this time.
Murray Hosiery Mills. Inc. 1o:-
filed their park of the contract
hy paying out $600.600 ,n salaries
•• and wages by October 31. 1942,
three years before the deadline.
L. D. Miller. present Executive
Secretary of the Murray Chamb-
er of Commerce said today, that
efforts 'ere underway at the
present time to obtain some





iContieued From Page Oese '
.71 l'?7,7, began .in t.h.s new pro-
;
Amer.c3ns Barrel...n.1
tap lea-els ,ir. !tie 1.7nit.bd Sta•ee
- •.--ok the view :hat there was no
hurry. na race and n we
launched a satellite .• wa: to. be
• a real ar:eurnrng. gadgee-erarr -
med. ivind red per cer • aceentif:c
vehicle. Sa:d ,-•ne sei e fit Let :
"le was 'just as if Columbus
had e.aiel he w.7ul3n't- sail in that
bia."—he waned the •Queen
Mary
S wh- le the R•istrian
crst•xlerl• al-•ng. he Arncr.erar.
rabbit wae fl-Ainderirig in a
quicksand of interservkee rteaLre
and inetiersel-
elnetri-naci and erigOnerrang flrt-
Iiibtred for chez , men ideas w.•r.
the Army. Navy and Aor Force.
Corinie_ • • • •
(Continued from Page 1)
;Soviet • • .
; (Continued From Page One)
I -----
! wolld including Mao Tse-Tung
.of Communist •'China. Wladyslaw
! Gemulka of Poland and Ho
'Chi Minh of Communist North
!Vie' 'Mint . .
• Malinovsky. a former Czarist
tsergeant W ho replaced MarshalGeorgi Zhukov as defense min-
ister. spoke (tom a terrace above
the Lenin - Stalin mausoleum
• flanked h)-_Sealiet- -Cumin-an-is!
Party leader* Nikita S. Khrush-
ehev And other members . of the
Presidium. ,
i . Stresses Soviet Unity"
I "The Soviet' forces are capableof, crushino any aggressor thou 1(1
411: attack our cotttntry." Mahrico.-
1y said. -The army and navy
;closely rallied around the Corn-
inaunist Party of the Soviet; Union
' and its Leninist Central Coin-
t mittee ' will continue to live ue
to the trust, of he 'Soviet peap'..
and stand 'guard over the gale-
-1 the October revolution."
.. Malinovsky reiterated tsn.
. month old charges. • of Western
' plots against Syria with -Turke"
! as their' tool" and said the So% -
! ietis condemned this "interfer-
ence of imPerialiste in the Mid-
east and sympathize with 9: -
people: struggling for their inde-
' penctence .
He referred to the S.ivit•
intercontinental ballistics missil.
and the two earth satellite-
.
v:hich "hase made a beginnim.
in the conquest of space" ar
• • • said be Soviet' people. ardeht!
ij des:re peace.
f- -WO ' :MAW -
an atomic war arid grad "foreigr
. cnrcles.— notably in the Unite.:
States "are pursuing a pi ,'
aaned at increasing internat.
•ension. preventing disarmarrei•
- and threatening mankind- wi•'•
the dangers of atomic war
enemiee of peace are hatet..:
new adventures in the Mid.
heirn„ and 5' it srm, 
of Deers'r 1.“.• grnnx:ri. Joremy
yt- , iron Siefllia an/ •w greet
crandeb.'
Mr W"r'en was a "thembee of
i'd ---CarVirY- Brr thariaiareit.
• I -rsteesa will be con-
e' lre•day at 1:00 pm a• the
NT.ix H ChUrchill Funeral H -ene
by N--:rrnan Culpeprier and Dtrx:ad
BrAvn Bur.'ai will he in the
Beech Grove Cemetery .
Active pallbearers ;re: Vire,
. • P • r r Gal
' z. Me; G J e w
lam .-ns and Ira K H itaurary
pitr-,lbe-aer- are. F. !f•• •r. &Jr'.
P • Fl wen, heaves.
•r;. er. Dews' Shal•_z.•1‘,n
.,) Towery. Jack Wind-
.-- Waldr-.p.
r 'a. Jan Cook. rearie, Jordan.
E rreer C.• k. Ed Nancee. ant Sarn
.M theral.
Friends may cal: a' `he Max






;• Malinoa eky spoke for tea t•
cites avIri then the SoVklet ar
was played by 1.000 cr..
military, bands The march .•
he ran the firing of a:
ar. ry saltite
Continued From Page Onel
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Ns DRESSED 396FULLY lb
lb
U.S. GOVT GRADE -A" 
. 
SMOKED SHORT SHANK
CLUB STEAKS 69Fb PICNIC HAMS-35,cb
DELMONTE
PEACHES Lrg 21/2 Can 29c
Calif. Yellow Cling Halves
CRUSHED
Pineapple 70z CAN 10c
KRAFT VFLVEETA
CHEESE 2 8 6 83c
COOKING OR EATING
WINESAP
APPLES  Ibs. 25c






























Cat Food 3 CANS Lye
101 2-Oz. Vietti Soft W•ave .
C1111.1 TISSUE
2 cans 39c *) for 7C
STOKELY — VAN CAMP
Pork&Beans22a9c
16-01. CAN .
CHICKEN OF THE SEA
TUNA ReynoldsWrap- Chunk Style -







2 for /1c . 33c
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